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Strengthening Our Resolve
by The Cowl Editorial Board
2020-2021

EDITORIAL
We could all go for some "precedented
times" right about now. And at long last,
as we begin another semester—this time
with the vaccine rollout underway—it
seems there might finally be a light at the
end of the tunnel. Nonetheless, it is clear
that we still have some time to go before
things get back to normal.
Now is no time to falter: we must
buckle down, recommit ourselves to
our community, and approach the new
semester with a strengthened resolve.
The first week of the fall semester, The
Cowl Editorial Board penned an editorial,
placed on the front page of our first issue,
in which we aimed to deliver a unifying
call to action: if Providence College
was to remain open for the duration of
the semester, we would need to come
together as a community, look after our

neighbors, and uphold our obligations to
one another.
Now, at the start of the spring semester,
we again write as an Editorial Board, this
time to reaffirm the message we outlined
in the fall and to set forth a vision of a
successful spring.
With the fall behind us, we know
what daily life under pandemic protocol
will look like. We made it through an
outbreak, and we understand how the
College will respond should we have
another. We found new ways to connect
with one another and to reinvent our
favorite PC traditions even in online
and socially-distanced settings, and we
now look forward to doing the same this
semester.
Despite having weathered the storm
before, however, we contend now with
new anxieties and face new challenges.
Chief among those challenges is
pandemic fatigue.
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Season Update: Men's Basketball
by Leo Hainline '22
Sports Staff

by Mariela Flores '23
Portfolio Staff

MEN'S BASKETBALL
The Providence College Men’s
Basketball Team simply refuses
to produce a dull moment this
year. Recent games against
Marquette
University
and
Georgetown University have
been representative of an entire
season full of closely fought
battles that go down to the wire.
The Friars are currently
projected to be on the outside
looking in at the NCAA
tournament. However, a strong
finish down the stretch could
still place PC in the 68-team field.
The Friars have been inconsistent
in their ability to close out tight
games. Five of the Friars’ last
seven games have either gone to
overtime or have been decided
by less than five points.
While PC is 3-0 in overtime
games (defeating Seton Hall
University, DePaul University,
and Marquette), they have
fallen short in games against the
likes of Xavier University and
Georgetown in which they led.
These losses will undoubtedly
hurt their chances of making
the
tournament
in
March.

POETRY
Today me and my peers were called “aggressive.”
We were given the title and told to bear the
weight of it, the weight of the word, the weight
of all our ancestors before us who had heard the
same complaint by the same white mouth, we are
aggressive.
We are aggressive when we write, when we
sing, when we dance, when we laugh, when we
cry, when we are angry, because an institution is
spitting in our faces, it is telling us to hold back, to
hold on, to wait.
We are aggressive, I am aggressive.
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Nate Watson '21, a leading scorer alongside David
Duke '22, was recently named a top-10 finalist for the Kareem Abdul-Jabbar Award.

Particularly during the Jan. 30
game against Georgetown, the
Friars failed to keep their foot on
the gas after being up by 15 at one
point in the first half. Losses like
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the one against the Hoyas can be
aggravating, and this frustration
is partly because the Friars have
so much potential.
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I am five feet tall.
A hundred and five pounds.
I struggle to open their doors.
My appearance has been demonized because my
tone is not right, but I do not have the energy to
police myself today, not today, not tomorrow, not
again.
Read the full poem on page 18.
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Read about this year's upcoming
MLK Convocation and the
virtual events taking place.

Olivia Bretzman '22 offers
perspective on the state of
democracy in the United States.

Sara Conway '21 recommends
Netflix K-Dramas to add to
your queue.
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Honoring MLK Not Just One Day, but Every Day

PC Celebrates Fourth Annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Convocation
by Sydney Olinger ’23
News Staff
CAMPUS
As we enter the beginning of Black History Month,
it is important that we reflect on the works of Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. and all of the people who have
made a difference in the fight for racial equality.
While the MLK Convocation at Providence College
typically takes place over the span of five days, starting
on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, this year will be a little
different. Just as many other events on campus are
now being held virtually, so, too, will this year’s MLK
Convocation.
As the Convocation committee began the planning
process for this year’s events, they recognized the
need to hold everything virtually. Because of this,
they decided to extend the celebration throughout the
month of February, as it is also Black History Month.
The committee felt this would be a great way to not
only take advantage of the new virtual platform, but to
also continuously remind the PC community of what
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. stood for throughout
his life.
The MLK Convocation Week at PC was founded in
2018 by Ralph Tavares, former director of multicultural
student success and assistant dean of undergraduate
and graduate studies. As a PC student, Tavares was
an MLK scholar, and once he began working at the
College, he decided he wanted to do something special
for Martin Luther King, Jr. Day to show appreciation for
the scholarship the school offers and in remembrance
of the 50th anniversary of the assasination of MLK, Jr.
According to Dr. Wanda Ingram, senior associate
dean of undergraduate studies, Tavares’ nickname
was “the mayor of Providence College,” due to the fact
that he knew everyone on campus. This popularity
worked to his benefit as he created a large and
strong committee within three months and was able
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Former NBA star Kareem Abdul-Jabbar will be the keynote
speaker of this year’s Convocation.

to successfully organize the first MLK Convocation
Week in 2018. “I have to say, I’ve worked on a lot of
committees in higher education, but I have never had
so much fun and enjoyed working as I have with this
Convocation committee,” said Ingram.
This year, all events will be virtual with the exception
of the prayer vigil, which will be in-person and will
take place in St. Dominic Chapel. The vigil celebrates
and remembers the life of Martin Luther King, Jr. and
is the most solemn event of Convocation Week.
Nancy Kelley, senior executive assistant to the
president, believes that though next year may be a
different story in terms of COVID-19 guidelines, the
virtual events may continue as a way of making the
events more accessible to the greater community.
Since the College instituted the MLK Convocation,
it has been fortunate enough to host notable keynote

speakers each year. The first year saw Bernice King,
renowned orator and daughter of Martin Luther King,
Jr., followed by Nontombi Naomi Tutu, daughter of
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, and Ndaba Mandela,
grandson of Nelson Mandela. This year, with the help of
committee members Tara Baxter and Deirdre DriscollLemoine ’98G, the keynote speaker will be the NBA’s
all-time leading scorer, basketball legend, Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar. Aside from his countless awards, his
award-winning documentary, Kareem: Minority of
One, displays his passion for racial equality and how
he was able to overcome challenges as a Black man in
his career.
Along with a keynote speaker, each year, an
MLK Vision Award is awarded to a person whom
the committee recognizes “as embodying all of the
characteristics, meanings, values, and purposes of Rev.
Martin Luther King, Jr.,” said Kelley.
There is a period of time before Convocation when
people can nominate others who they believe deserve
and qualify for the award. The interesting part about
this award is that it is unlike most academic awards.
The MLK Vision Award has been awarded to many
people over the last four years, including faculty
members, students, alumni, student organizations,
and even people outside of the PC community.
The Convocation committee recognizes that there
are numerous people who embody the role that Martin
Luther King, Jr. played in our society, and believes the
Vision Award should go to any and all who deserve it.
Every person that is a part of the Convocation
committee, as well as all those in our Friar Family,
plays an important role in making this month a time to
remember one of the most influential historical figures
and to reflect on the incredibly positive transformations
he made in our society and the changes people continue
to make in his memory.
For more information on the 2021 MLK Convocation
Month and virtual events, visit https://college-events.
providence.edu/mlk-convocation/.

Big Changes in the Big Apple
Father Brian Shanley, O.P., Becomes St. John’s President
by Hannah Langley ’21
News Co-Editor
CAMPUS
After serving as president of
Providence College for 15 years, Father
Brian Shanley, O.P., humbly stepped
down from his position in June 2020.
In November 2020, however, it was
announced Fr. Shanley would take
on the presidential duties at St. John’s
University in Queens, NY, becoming
their 18th President.
Fr. Shanley was selected after an
extensive search by an 18-person
committee that consisted of various
members of the St. John’s community.
The committee, as well as other
members of the St. John’s community,
are excited to welcome Fr. Shanley as
their new president.
William J. Janetscheck, St. John’s
alumnus and chair of the university’s
board of trustees, noted his excitement
about Fr. Shanley’s selection, saying,
“On behalf of the entire Board of
Trustees, I am absolutely delighted to
welcome Fr. Shanley. . .[his] steadfast
devotion to Catholic education and to
student success were apparent from
our very first conversation with him.”
He continued, saying, “He has a
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Father Brian Shanley, O.P., will continue his career in Catholic education at St. John’s University.

demonstrated record of achievement
as President of Providence College,
and we believe that he is the ideal
candidate to serve as our beloved
University’s 18th President.”
On Jan. 31, the eve before his tenure
officially began, Fr. Shanley held a
Mass to thank the community for
accepting him during such uncertain
times. In his message to the St. John’s
community, Fr. Shanley, a former

professor himself, repeatedly spoke
about the importance of good teachers,
saying, “Good teaching has the power
to root out evil, to change people’s
lives, to make the world a better place.”
Fr. Shanley spoke about his hope
for the students of St. John’s as well,
saying, “My hope and prayer for
our students is that they develop
more capacious, richer, and more
compassionate minds than the ones

that they have when they start this
semester.”
Father Kenneth Sicard, O.P., current
president of PC, noted his happiness
for Fr. Shanley’s new role, wishing
him future success at the university.
“His extraordinary vision and
strong leadership during his 15 years
at Providence College were just
some of the qualities that defined
his presidency and that made him
successful. We are a better and
stronger institution because of him,”
said Fr. Sicard.
Fr. Sicard continued, stating how he
still talks to Fr. Shanley regularly and
he knows Fr. Shanley is excited for his
new role and opportunity. Fr. Sicard
asserted that “God will continue to
bless him in this new ministry.”
In one of his last messages to the
PC community, Fr. Shanley noted
his sadness about leaving, but also
his appreciation for his time serving
the College. “As I end my time as
President today,” he said, “what I feel
most is a profound sense of gratitude
to God for the goodness that I have
seen in the people that I have met in
my fifteen years of service.” It is this
humility and appreciation for others
that will be remembered of Fr. Shanley
by the PC community.
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Campus Security Chief Koren Kanadanian Resigns
by Hannah Langley ’21
News Co-Editor
CAMPUS
On Dec. 28, 2020, Father Kenneth Sicard,
O.P., and Ann Manchester-Molak, president and
executive vice president of Providence College,
released a statement announcing the resignation
of Koren Kanadanian, chief of Providence College
public safety, effective Dec. 31, 2020.
In this announcement, Fr. Sicard and Molak
discussed Kanadanian’s acceptance of a new role at
a national healthcare corporation in Massachusetts,
his history with the College’s public safety
and emergency management departments,
and his experience in law enforcement
and armed forces prior to working at PC.
The statement also announced that Eric
Croce, deputy chief of Providence College
public safety, would reside as Kanadanian’s
temporary replacement.
At the end of the email, they stated, “We
are grateful for Koren’s service to Providence
College for the past 12 years, and we wish
him much success as he applies his experience,
training, and skills to this important new
position.”
In this email, they discussed Kanadian’s
work as director of emergency management
beginning in 2008 and his appointment as chief
in 2019, as well as his work in “re-organiz[ing]
the department of public safety, and the College’s
operations in emergency management, emergency
medical services, and transportation, resulting in a
more efficient and effective operational structure.”
While this email highlighted the work
Kanadanian has done over the past 12 years at
the College, his law enforcement background, and
his service in the U.S. Air Force, there were some
members of the PC community who were pleased

about his resignation, which came after an incident
early in the fall semester.
In September 2020, Kanadanian released a
safety advisory reporting “suspicious activity”
on Admiral Street. The advisory stated that a PC
student was “approached by a light-skinned male
. . .operating a minivan” who “pulled over to the
curb but stayed in his vehicle” and “motioned
the victim towards the car while attempting to
communicate in Spanish.”
PC
clubs,
such as the Organization of
Latin-American
S t u d e n t s
(OLAS),
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wrote statements following this email condemning
Kanadanian’s report. “This announcement,” OLAS
said, “is harmful for the Latinx community and
local Providence community as it insinuates being
‘light-skinned’ and speaking Spanish constitutes
‘suspicious activity.’”
They continued, saying, “A report like this
perpetuates the systemic racism and discrimination
actively present at Providence College.”
Later that afternoon, Kanadanian retracted
the advisory, stating that it was “premature,
incomplete, and, most importantly, as worded,
racially and linguistically insensitive.” In response
to community backlash, Fr. Sicard announced that
Kanadanian would be taking a 60-day leave of
absence, during which he would “participate in
an extensive diversity, equity, and inclusion
(DEI) training and self-reflection” among
other requirements and efforts taken by the
College going forward.
Despite Kanadanian’s resignation, there
are still members of the PC community that
recognize the need for further and more
systemic change within the PC community.
Following Kanadanian’s resignation and
Fr. Sicard’s email to the community, there
were multiple submissions to the @BlackatPC
Instagram page in which members of the
campus community highlighted concerns they
had about both Kanadanian’s resignation and
Fr. Sicard’s message afterwards.
The College has now begun the search process
for Kanadanian’s formal replacement. Molak
explained how there is currently an “external
firm” working with the College “to conduct
an assessment of [the College’s] public safety
department.” Once this assessment is complete,
a committee will be formed, consisting of faculty,
staff, and students to select a new chief. This
committee will work closely with the external
firm, as well as human resources, to recruit and
screen candidates.

Featured Friar: Alex Richards '21
A Look Into a (Friar) Family Tradition
by Max Waite ’21
News Staff
FEATURED
For Alex Richards ’21, attending Providence
College runs in the family. Son to Derek Richards ’92
and brother to Morgan Richards ’19,’21G, Richards
carries on his family legacy as a marketing major and
writing minor.
Originally from Georgetown, MA, Richards
attended St. John’s Preparatory School in Danvers,
MA. He was an active member of the St. John’s
community. He was a member of the football team,
played the saxophone in the school band, and
served as president of Amnesty International, a nongovernment human rights organization. When it came
to the college application process, PC was always at
the top of his list.
“I chose Providence College because of my
family’s history and knew that I would be rewarded
with a one-of-a-kind college experience. I loved the
atmosphere and felt that it would be a perfect fit for
me,” said Richards.
Arriving at PC, Richards established a large circle
of close friends through his involvement in and out
of the classroom. One of his fondest memories came
from his freshman year Introduction to Literature class
with Professor E.C. Osondu, as the class enhanced his
passion for writing and prompted him to declare a
writing minor.
“The short stories that we read in Osondu’s class
were really inspiring for me to start writing my own
stories,” said Richards.” I developed a great interest in
the composition of a unique story and have tried my
best to reflect my own style in everything that I write.”
Additionally, Richards has been a part of several
intramural sports teams, including hockey, football,
and frisbee. Though he has not won a coveted
intramural champion t-shirt, he hopes to chase that
dream in his final semester as a competitive badminton

player. He said, “I feel like it’s everyone’s goal at PC
to win an intramural champion shirt. I’d love to add
that to my Providence College experience, as it would
serve as a great accomplishment during my past four
years.”
During his freshman year, Richards was a part of
the club frisbee team. He had played throughout high
school, and wanted to take his skills to the next level.
While Richards did not stick with frisbee, he
took his talents to the WDOM 91.3 FM radio booth.
“WDOM is a great creative outlet for my friends and
I to share our interests for the Providence College
community to hear. I’ve loved music all my life, and
have an extensive background and taste in everything
that I listen to,” he said.
As a business student, Richards has thrived in
all of his marketing courses with his friendly and
extroverted personality. He has expressed a great
interest and dedication toward his studies, and his
marketing major has provided him with a lot of great
opportunities to explore after graduation.
Currently, Richards works remotely from school
as a recruiter at Sevenstep RPO, a business that
works towards developing talent management and
recruitment strategies.
“My job has given me a great introspective view
on the interviewing process and an excellent chance
for me to work during the school year,” noted
Richards. “It’s also been great practice for me in how
to communicate within a professional environment.”
As his four years at PC come to a close, there are a
lot of things that he will miss and cherish. “I’m really
going to miss the liberal arts aspect of my education. I
was able to take a lot of different classes that interested
me with a wide variety of subject matter,” Richards
stated.
“I really enjoyed my [Development of] Western
Civilization experience. I took the Magic and Mysticism
Civ colloquium with Professor Johnathon Wales, and
I thoroughly enjoyed my experience learning about
esotericism, which is something that I never imagined
I’d be able to learn about in a classroom.”
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Friartown has always been a second home for the Richards family.

Some of his favorite memories come from spending
time with his friends and housemates as they conclude
their final year together, as well as Late Night Madness
and the spring concerts. While Richards is concluding
his undergraduate experience at PC, he has applied to
the 4+1 MBA program, where he is hoping to continue
his education at PC next fall.
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Helping to Turn the Tide
First COVID-19 Vaccinations Flood Ocean State

by Eileen Cooney ’23
News Staff
LOCAL NEWS
On Feb. 1, Rhode Island reported
a 2.7 percent COVID-19 positivity
rate, its lowest since October, with
158 new cases and 13 fatalities. The
decrease in the positivity rate is due
to a combination of factors, but many
health officials are pointing to the
nearly 77,000 first doses of the vaccine
that have been administered so far, and
the 28,000 people in Rhode Island who
have been fully vaccinated.
Rhode Island, like all states currently,
is seeking to ramp up its vaccination
efforts in hopes of stemming the winter
surge and combatting new variants of
the virus that are causing alarm.
On Jan. 28, state health officials
announced the next phases of the state’s
vaccination plan, which allows those
who are 65 and older to be vaccinated
starting in mid-February. As of now,
there are only limited vaccinations
available for those above the age of 75.
Rhode Island first made vaccinations
available to health-care workers, first
responders, and nursing home and
assisted living facility residents and
staff.
Dr. Nicole Alexander-Scott, Rhode
Island’s Department of Health
director, has said that the next
upcoming phase will involve all Rhode
Islanders over the age of 16 who have
underlying health conditions, are

COVID-19 vaccination efforts have had mixed results across the country.

immunocompromised, or are pregnant.
This next phase is also unique in that it
would involve distributing vaccines at
a quicker pace in those towns where
there are a disproportionate number
of hospitalizations due to the virus,
Alexander-Scott has said in press
conferences.
She states that, currently, the state
is dealing with a limited supply of the
vaccine, but that “the aims of this next
phase are to protect those most at risk
for hospitalizations and death from
COVID-19.”
In
neighboring
states
like
Massachusetts, the vaccine roll-out
has not been as well-received by
residents. Massachusetts Senator Eric
Lesser said on Jan. 28 that “the Phase
2 vaccine rollout is creating mass
confusion and anxiety for our eligible
senior population. The system is
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cumbersome, contradictory, and asks
residents over 75 to navigate a haze of
web links, locations, and instructions,
each with different criteria and
scheduling systems." In response to
criticism, Massachusetts Governor
Charlie Baker urged all to be patient
with the process until a steadier, more
stable supply of doses is obtained from
the federal government. The governor
also said that his administration was
working to create more resources to
help those who are older and having
difficulty trying to navigate the signup process.
News of increased vaccinations
offers Rhode Islanders and those in
neighboring states slight glimmers of
hope during what has been a disastrous
winter for the state and the country as a
whole. New coronavirus variants that
were first identified in South Africa and

the United Kingdom have been found
to be more contagious, and now there
is preliminary evidence suggesting
they could even increase mortality. On
Jan. 29, Johnson & Johnson released
data revealing that their one-dose
vaccine is 66 percent effective against
moderate and severe disease, but this
hopeful measure was overshadowed
by other data, suggesting the vaccine
could be less effective against these
new variants. Shares of Johnson &
Johnson fell on Friday as investors
were hoping for an efficacy number
above 80 percent. In response to this
pessimism among some, John Brooks,
a chief medical officer at the CDC, said
that “any vaccine is better than no
vaccine.”
In the meantime, Providence
College students find themselves
going through the motions of weekly
testing and social distancing measures
following their return to campus for
the spring semester. After observing
an initial “quiet period” in which
students were required to stay in their
on or off-campus housing locations,
with exceptions given for traveling
to class and work, shopping for
groceries and receiving grab-and-go
meals from Raymond Dining Hall,
and participating in outdoor exercise
with a student’s own pod, the hope
amongst many students is that recent
developments on the vaccine front will
help alleviate stress and restrictions
on the PC community. Time will
tell just how successful these recent
vaccination efforts have been.

The Painful Transition of Power

Mixed Emotions as New Presidential Administration Takes Office
by Katherine Morrissey ’22
News Staff
WORLD NEWS
On Jan. 20, at 12 p.m., Joseph R. Biden, Jr.
was sworn in as the 46th President of the United
States. While his inauguration marked the end of
President Donald Trump’s four-year term and an
unprecedented election cycle, it also came at the end
of a historic month of strife and terror.
As legislators joined to officially count and certify
electoral votes, a large crowd gathered nearby for
what would become one of President Trump’s most
memorable rallies. However, what followed on this
date would shock the nation to its core.
Around 1 p.m., Americans watched as rioters
from the protests began to attack Capitol police as
they attempted to enter the Capitol building. Their
motive: to delay and stop the certification of the
election. Due to concerns about the violent nature
of the event, legislators were ordered to shelter and
eventually evacuate.
By 2 p.m., the rioters had breached the Capitol
by scaling walls, breaking windows, and passing
through security with violent force. An hour later,
they reached the House Chamber armed with zip ties
and cell phones to record their actions. Many videos
and photos that rioters took on the Senate floor
eventually began circulating the internet and news
channels, with some images depicting disturbing
symbols of white supremacy.
The Capitol was not secured until after 5 p.m.
Following the attack, about 1,100 National Guard
troops were mobilized. Congress was able to
reconvene by the late evening and eventually certify
the remaining electoral votes, but not before five
individuals lost their lives in the assault.
Three police officers died in the days immediately
following the Capitol riot: Brian Sicknick, who died of
injuries sustained during the incident, and Howard
Liebengood and Jeffrey Smith, who took their lives
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Biden became the nation’s 46th president and second ever Catholic
president on Jan. 20.

after defending the Capitol building on Jan. 6. Their
deaths highlight a stark contrast between the attack
on Capitol police and the Republican Party, which
prided itself on “backing the blue” and supporting
law enforcement.
During and following the events at the Capitol,
many criticized President Trump’s language and
overall delay in response, claiming he did not
condemn the actions of those involved, and in some
situations, seemed to incite or support it.
During the rally, President Trump continued to
assert the false notion that the election results were
invalid, stating, “We won this election, and we won
it by a landslide.” He continued, “We will stop the
steal,” in reference to the election. He also stated, “If
you don’t fight like hell, you’re not going to have
a country anymore,” which some have considered
to be the inflammatory spark that ignited a day of

unrest and destruction.
After months of spreading misinformation
through social media and then his failure to explicitly
condemn the attack, President Trump’s personal
Twitter account was permanently deleted by the
company.
The attack seemed to come as a continuation of
the Trump administration's refusal to partake in the
peaceful transition of power and ultimately accept
the results of the 2020 election. President Biden
spoke of pain prior to his inauguration in a speech
given at a COVID-19 memorial at the reflecting pool
in Washington, D.C. He stated, “To heal, we must
remember. It’s hard sometimes to remember. But
that’s how we heal. It’s important to do that as a
nation.”
Many across the nation can resonate with the
statement. The inauguration and a new administration
will not erase the pain of the tumultuous times felt
by the nation, rather, it will continue to remember
this pain in order to successfully move forward.
Despite President Trump’s refusal to concede, the
violent threats against democracy, and the chaos of
a pandemic, the country moved forward on Jan. 20,
with the inauguration of Joseph R. Biden as President
of the United States.
President Biden, at 78, is now the oldest president
to be inaugurated into office. He also serves as the
second Catholic president in office, decades after
President John F. Kennedy. Kamala Harris became
the first female, Black, and South Asian American
vice president, demonstrating what a significant and
historic moment this day was for the country.
Biden stated in his inaugural address, “This is
America’s day. This is democracy’s day. A day of
history and hope, of renewal and resolve. Through a
crucible for the ages, America has been tested anew.
America has risen to the challenge.”
Following a year of unprecedented turmoil, the
United States now has the chance to reaffirm its
commitments to democratic ideals and to move
forward to overcome the challenging nature of these
times.
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Why Trump’s Absence at the Inauguration Restored Tradition in Washington
by Julia McCoy ’22
Asst. Opinion Editor
POLITICS
On Wednesday, Jan. 20, Joseph
R. Biden, Jr. was inaugurated as
the 46th president of the United
States of America. Amidst a day of
celebration and change, there was
one significant figure missing: his
predecessor, Donald J. Trump.
Although the former president’s
absence was certainly noticeable,
it also calls Americans back to the
traditions of our nation’s capital and
to the transformation of the highest
office of the executive branch. It
gave a sense of normalcy amidst the
tumult of the months following the
2020 general election.
Trump is the first president to
be absent from the inauguration of
his successor since Richard Nixon,
who famously resigned after the
1972 Watergate scandal. Previous
presidents might not have attended
their
successor’s
inauguration
because of poor health, taking care
of family, or being impeached.
The reason for Trump’s absence? A
continued failure to admit that he
had lost the election.
The decision to not attend the
inauguration did not come as a shock
to anyone who has been paying

attention to the election and transition
of power. In the months following the
election, former President Trump and
his supporters looked desperately
for any evidence of voter fraud.
Regardless of the numerous courts
that ruled against his allegations of
fraud, Trump did not concede the
2020 presidential election.
The calls of fraud and a stolen
election resulted in violence. On
the day the Electoral College
votes were to be certified, a large
number of President Trump’s
supporters participated in a deadly
insurrection at the United States
Capitol building, with calls to hang
Vice President Mike Pence and
overturn the election results.
Two weeks after this insurrection
shook the halls of Congress, the
country was happy to embrace any
sense of tradition and normalcy that
the former president’s supporters
had attempted to take away.
Throughout his tenure in the
country’s highest office, President
Trump chose to forego several
traditional procedures and ideas.
His
constant
questioning
of
international organizations and
agreements—including the World
Health Organization and the Paris
Climate Accord—led the country on
a path independent from some of
our strongest allies.

After four years of unconventional
actions, President Trump’s absence at
the Inauguration of his successor was
just the last of those actions. Instead of
attending, the former president chose
to have a send-off rally at Joint Base
Andrews before heading to Florida.
Although his likely plan for this
rally was to rival the celebrations of
the inauguration, many Republicans
proved loyal to tradition and chose
to forego Trump’s final antics.
Senator Mitch McConnell and
Pence, two of Trump’s closest allies,
chose to decline their invitations to
the send-off in favor of President
Biden’s inaugural ceremonies.
With Trump’s former allies and
those with whom he disagreed
joining together on the steps of the
Capitol that his supporters had
recently breached, Jan. 20 was a day
focused on moving past the last four
years and looking ahead to change.
The attendance by members of
the Republican Party is incredibly
promising, as it shows the citizens
of the United States that Republican
officials care more about the
continuation of the presidential
transition than the lies and
grandiosity of Trump’s exit from
office. They would rather look to the
future of the country than continue
to hold onto a presidency that is
clearly over.

Although there are a number of
Trump supporters who continue to
question the integrity of the election,
the joint support for President
Biden and the media coverage of
celebration rather than anger and
resentment sends a message to the
American people that the country
will move on from the deadly
attacks and restore the traditions of
the office that have been overlooked
for four years.
President Trump did participate
in one tradition before his departure,
though—he left a letter for President
Biden, just as his predecessors did
before him. While only a few people
know the contents of that letter, the
gesture itself serves as a symbol of
tradition and an admittance from
the former president that he lost
the 2020 election. However, a lack
of any verbal concession stoked
the flames that led to the deadly
insurgence.
No matter how hard he tried to
undermine the election, former
President Trump’s efforts were
done in vain. In the end, with the
shadow of his attacks and lies
looming over Washington, D.C., our
country is able to continue on with
the traditions of our past and look
forward to a peaceful transition into
Joe Biden’s presidency.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Pandemic Protocol Is More Important Than Ever
Community
Continued from front page
Come this March we will have spent a full year
in the pandemic, enduring months in quarantine
and coping with constantly changing, oftentimes
confusing protocols. As we inch closer to that
mark, we also approach the end of the academic
year. Nearing such big milestones, it can easily
feel like time is slipping away from us—time
which we had hoped would turn out much
differently than it has.
This disappointment, coupled with the
boredom and frustration of life in lockdown, is
a recipe for fatigue, frustration, and carelessness
with the rules and procedures that often feel like
obstacles to living out the college experience we
had imagined for ourselves.
This frustration and fatigue is a perfectly
understandable, human response given the
circumstances. Yet the reality is that the pandemic is
worse now than it was when we arrived on campus
in August, when we came back from an outbreak
in September, and when we left for Thanksgiving
in November. The pandemic’s deadliest month,
January alone saw over 95,000 U.S. deaths, bringing
the total loss of life to over 440,000 Americans.
As difficult as it is, we must bear in mind this
harrowing reality and refocus ourselves on our
responsibility to follow the guidelines established
in Rhode Island and on campus. Despite the
achievement of making it through last semester,
and despite the fatigue we may feel, we cannot
grow lackadaisical with our social distancing
measures, mask-wearing, and testing schedule.
We have an ongoing responsibility to limit our
social circles to our pods, and to report honestly
with whom we have been in close contact.
The wellbeing of our community depends
not only on our safety procedures, but also on
our mindset. Only two weeks into the semester,
there are already signs that general attitudes on
campus are not in alignment with the gravity of

the health crisis we are in, because of both fatigue
and a growing sense of immunity.
While science has shown that individuals who
have contracted the virus are likely immune to
it for a short period of time afterwards, thinking
one is immune entirely is a toxic mindset that
could spread just as quickly on a college campus
as the virus itself. A positive test exempts you
from weekly testing for a period of time, but it
does not exempt you from following COVID-19
protocol established by the College and the State
of Rhode Island.
The careless behavior of only a few
individuals—whether immune or not—is enough
to set a dangerous standard on our campus. We
have all grown fatigued with COVID protocol,
but allowing a mindset of immunity to permeate
campus is a risk we cannot afford to take.
In the fall, we offered a reminder that we
needed to contemplate the difficult questions
about what we owe one another as members of

the same community. We outlined what we stood
to lose and the damage we would cause if we
ignored guidelines, and we presented a vision of
everything we had to gain if we followed them—
our collective health and a return to the College
we know and love.
We now add one more consideration: it
matters how we emerge from this crisis. As the
vaccine rollout continues, this could well be the
last semester of online classes, weekly testing,
and social distancing. This is not a time in PC
history—or history in general—that will soon be
forgotten, and we still have the opportunity to
define how we walk out of it: either united as a
community, or wishing that we had done better.
And so, as we look forward to better times,
let us strengthen our resolve and reaffirm our
commitment to this community and to the
common good, mindful of the fact that future
generations will someday judge us for the choices
we make in the weeks and months ahead.

Although students who have already tested positive for COVID-19 do not
need to report to the Asymptomatic Testing Center for a period of time,
it is still imperative that they continue to follow all other pandemic protocols.
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OPINION

“One Nation, Indivisible” and Other Lies
by Olivia Bretzman ’22
Opinion Staff
POLITICS
Many Americans grow up with the notion
that the United States of America is a nation of
liberty, justice, and unity. It is considered the
“land of the free and the home of the brave” in
our kindergarten classrooms, where students
are taught that America is the best, America
is powerful, and America is a nation in which
everyone desires to live.
The older one gets, the more difficult it becomes
to believe these notions and values because of the
injustices that we see and experience. The Capitol
riot on Jan. 6 made it clear that our government
is broken. Both political sides agree that the
riot represented an anarchist, corrupt, and antidemocratic movement fueled by discontent with
the government. The exercise of violence has
created a political climate that is the antithesis of
the unity, bravery, and justice that our democratic
republic has prided itself on for centuries, and we
as Americans need to devote serious attention to
fixing this problem.
The riot at the U.S. Capitol frankly scared
American citizens. Extremist groups gaining
entry into one of the safest, most nationally
sacred buildings reeks of secrets, corruption, and
degradation. Many ask themselves, what is our
country becoming?
Over the recent presidential elections—not just
the past two, but even before that—politicians
have become celebrities. Public office no longer
represents humble, qualified people willing
to serve the needs of their constituents. Our
government has become a game in which we focus
on exteriors and tweets rather than real change,
policies, justice, and the continuity of our country.
The United States is a democratic republic.
Our nation was designed to be run by elected

representatives and the voices of our people, yet
we have ultimately become a nation of censorship
and narcissism. If social media is the main means
of communication among the American people,
it should be reinforcing free speech rather than
eliminating it.
In light of this notion and the delicate nature
of our country, as young Americans, we can be
the generation that creates a necessary shift. True,
it is not a matter of just voting; it is a matter of
educating ourselves so that we can ensure we
are not supporting falsified and glamorized
politicians and policies. We must stick to facts,
inform ourselves, and use our moral compasses
to drive our government where we want it to go.
Our country is still strong, indeed. People serve
our country and make selfless sacrifices every
day, and our assortment of beautiful cultures

and influences is growing. The United States has
much on which to pride itself. However, it is clear
that we have significant issues. No party can deny
this.
Instead of picking out each of the differences
between us, we should attempt to find unity in
reinvigorating our democracy. By restoring some
of the values on which our country was built, such
as equality, individualism, free speech, and general
freedom, we can hopefully heal the discontent,
tragedy, and strife. We can build a better nation
for ourselves and for future generations.
The whole world is watching. It is embarrassing
to see a country you are proud of fall on
international television. It is embarrassing to say
one is American when our country is so divided
and spiteful. We can change that. Will you be the
one to create that change?

The images of insurrectionists went viral in light of the Capitol riots, depicting the
divisiveness of politics today.
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Writer vs. Writer

Is LinkedIn Ultimately Helpful or Harmful for Students?
look at tells you how many people
from your school are employed
there. This feature is beneficial for
HELPFUL
students because they can create
connections with people who share
As college students approach the the same educational background
end of their four years, they must and experience.
“During an internship search a
begin to think about their future
careers. Applying for internships couple weeks ago, I found a position
and jobs is a difficult and tedious I really liked but didn’t have any
process that is made easier connections,” said Caroline Franks
through the use of employment ’22. “I ended up finding an alumni
and networking services such as that I knew that worked at that
company through LinkedIn, and I
LinkedIn.
Some argue that LinkedIn is not messaged her. We set up a phone call,
and she told me all about
helpful for students,
the position and made
but it is in fact a
me very prepared for
useful tool that
the interview. I really
provides an easy
love the feature of
way to search and
connecting
with
apply for jobs.
alumni because it
Although it does
helped me with the
not display job
internship process.”
opportunities for
If a job or internship
every career path
application
asks
(for
instance,
for an additional
medical
fields
website,
LinkedIn
and educational
is
the
perfect
fields), it can be
link
to
include.
a very helpful
Attaching a LinkedIn
platform
for
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
profile works as a
people who are
interested in entering the business supplement to the application that
provides insight on additional
or creative fields.
LinkedIn can allow you to connect accomplishments or accolades you
with people who attended your have received.
LinkedIn is a strong first step
school, which is a valuable feature
for students trying to network for college students trying to enter
and make connections in the the workforce. This tool shows
professional world. When you create how Friartown can extend beyond
your LinkedIn profile, you fill out a the borders of our campus as
section about your education. From Friars continue to open doors, one
then on, every company and job you connection at a time.
by Emily Ball ’22
Opinion Staff

by Madeline Morkin ’22
Asst. Opinion Editor
HARMFUL
Whether
professors
require
students to create a LinkedIn account
or a student decides to develop one
on their own, it immediately becomes
a must-have for every college
student. Early in their college career,
this professional online platform
is forced onto students as they are
constantly reminded of the necessity
of social networking and building
professional relationships.
While the buzz around LinkedIn’s
importance is loud, many students
watch their semi-familiar connections,
or network friends, succeed while they
sit behind laptops—uncomfortable,
lonely, and anxious because of their
own lack of experience, professional
employment, or prior successes.
LinkedIn is problematic in
that it compels young, and often
inexperienced, students to believe
that finding a job or knowing what
they are going to do in the future
is a simple task. The site creates an
anxiety-provoking
environment
wherein less certain site members
constantly
compare
themselves
to
their
more
accomplished
connections.
On a daily basis, students’
connections
post
about
their
acceptance into a new workplace,
plans to start a new class, or successes
as they enter into another full year
with a particular company.
Just like other social media
platforms, LinkedIn exposes today’s

younger generations to strictly the
best aspects of the lives of their
“connections.” While other social
media networks focus on the best
of people outside the workplace,
LinkedIn complements this practice
by showing only the best of people’s
professional lives. On this platform,
students have access to any
connection’s job experience, GPA,
resume, skills and endorsements,
number of connections, majors and
minors, along with a whole list of
other personal and professional
information, as well as successes.
However, nowhere does the site
provide a section for connections to
view any bad qualities, worst habits,
or unsuccessful employment history.
So, students are left to focus strictly
on other people’s best qualities and
experiences, which are often greatly
exaggerated.
Oftentimes, anxiety provoked by
LinkedIn urges students to take jobs
that they may not necessarily want to
accept. Having a perfect first job or
internship is oftentimes unrealistic,
but students want one because their
connections are constantly posting
about a new job or internship that
seems even better than their own.
The reality is that these connections
are likely not truthfully “extremely
excited to join” their new workplace
despite their post.
Ironically, through the constant
bombardment of the professional
and educational successes of others,
LinkedIn often has the unintended
consequence of making students feel
worse about their current situation
than they should.
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OPINION

by Andrea Traietti ’21
Editor-in-Chief
EDITOR’S COLUMN
Two weeks ago, my roommates
and I watched Soul, the new Pixar
movie out on Disney+. The movie
garnered attention as Pixar ’s first

to focus on a Black protagonist, and
only the fourth American animated
film to feature a Black character as
a lead.
Released on Dec. 25, 2020, Soul
got rave reviews on social media
and a 96% on Rotten Tomatoes’
Tomatometer.
Critics have praised the movie’s
animation and aesthetic, which
A.O. Scott of The New York Times
cited as Pixar ’s movement towards
more realistic animation, and others
have drawn attention to the movie’s
soundtrack.
For myself and many others,
however, it was the film’s message
that proved most compelling,
especially considering the timing of
its release.
Soul centers around Joe Gardner, a
middle school band teacher and Jazz
musician who, right after landing
the gig that he thinks will be his big
break, suddenly finds himself in
limbo—stuck somewhere between
life and death.
The movie traces Gardner ’s
tumultuous, oftentimes amusing

TAN GENTS
Masks Should Not Embolden
Risk-Taking
Despite all of the controversy surrounding masks, the vast
majority of people do not have an issue with wearing them.
According to a KFF Health Tracking poll, 87% of Democrats,
71% of independents, and 55% of Republicans report that they
wear masks every time they leave their home.
It only seems like common sense that wearing face
coverings would reduce the spread of an airborne illness: the
fabric, polypropylene, or other synthetic fibers trap aerosol
particles and larger droplets that leave our noses and mouths,
preventing them from becoming suspended in the air.
If most people do not take issue with masks, and science
proves they are an effective tool in stopping the spread of
COVID-19, then why are masks not a silver bullet for ending
the pandemic?
Part of the issue with masks is psychological. Though
wearing a mask can protect you and others from transmitting
the virus, it can also embolden riskier behavior. This increased
willingness to take on risk is explained by a psychological term
known as risk compensation.
This same principle of risk compensation was seen in
the NFL, as a study concluded that newer helmets worn by
players actually resulted in more injuries, given that players
made riskier moves as a result of their false sense of security.
Yes, masks are designed to protect you and those around
you. However, masks should not be viewed as indestructible
armor that permits you to engage in risky behavior. People
must still follow social distancing guidelines, refrain from
unnecessary travel, and adhere to other safety protocols even
if they are sporting a mask.
Masks and helmets aside, the greatest protection against
injury or illness is common sense. With a new semester
beginning, the Providence College community needs to use
common sense to keep everyone safe.

metaphysical journey back into the
physical world alongside a character
called 22—a spunky, stubborn soul
yet to be born.
Though the film, like most by
Pixar and Disney, is geared towards
younger audiences, it deals with
some pretty hard-hitting questions:
the meaning of life, what happens
when we die, and what our purpose
is while we’re on Earth.
Without spoiling too much of the
plot or the ending, Soul arrives at the
kind of heartwarming, wholesome
resolution typical of Pixar movies.
Its central message is to seek
purpose in and appreciate the
simple things in life—the everyday
beauty we often miss or overlook in
the midst of the busyness of living.
As we begin a new semester,
I can think of no better mindset to
embrace. Amidst the continued
disappointments, challenges, and
uncertainty on campus and in our
country, Soul delivers a timely
message: there still remains life to
live, purpose to be uncovered, and
much for which to be grateful.

& TIRADES

Jill Biden: Qualified and Inspiring
FLOTUS

As America watches President Joseph Biden begin
his presidential term, we also look in anticipation at
Dr. Jill Biden. Dr. Biden displayed some of her valuable
traits during her time as the second lady for eight years.
She was able to learn and grow under former First
Lady Michelle Obama, seeing what a true first lady
must represent. The two possess many similarities,
including the confidence to share their values.
Despite only being in office for a few weeks, Dr.
Biden has already expressed her largest concerns and
her plans for implementing new policies. She is a
large supporter of education, as seen by her decision
to become a teacher. With her love and passion for
education, it was not surprising that Dr. Biden expressed
an interest in improving the current education system
in the United States.
In fact, not only has Dr. Biden promised to create
change during her time in the White House, she has
also expressed that she intends to continue working as
a professor while serving as FLOTUS. This indicates
her genuine passion for education and also means that
she can serve as a strong role model for members of our
nation. Dr. Biden’s career-driven attitude is inspiring,
and this is something that our country can benefit from
as we aim to battle against traditional gender roles.
Although the Biden family has only recently set up
shop in the White House, the qualities that Dr. Biden
has already demonstrated during her short time as
FLOTUS are extremely encouraging.
—Erin Garvey ’22

—Joseph Kulesza ’22

Subscriptions
Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail
is $100 per year. Send payment to The Cowl, 1
Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; make
checks payable to The Cowl. Student subscription is
included in tuition fee; issues are available around
campus on Thursday nights.
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BLACK HISTORY
MONTH AT PC
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Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Convocation
See below for a list of events and ways to participate:

MLK Convocation Vigil:
Monday, Feb. 8, 8:15 p.m.
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Convocation:
Thursday, Feb. 11, 7 p.m.
MLK Student
Celebration: Cultural
Paint Night: Wednesday,
Feb. 17, 5 p.m.
MLK Be The Change:
Tuesday, Feb. 23, 5 p.m.
For more information and to register for events,
visit https://college-events.providence.edu/mlkconvocation/.

We must never forget that Black
History is American History.
The achievements of African
Americans have contributed to
our nation’s greatness.
—Yvette Clarke
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Interested in editing?
Do you love the Oxford
Comma? Apply to be a
copy editor for The Cowl
online at www.thecowl.

Have Something to Say?
Write a Letter to the Editor!

editor@thecowl.com
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No need to trudge through the snow! Keep cozy with a
mug of hot chocolate and check out these scenes of a winter
wonderland to beat your back to school blues!
LEFT: This frozen lake at Tarrywile Park in Danbury, CT has
us thinking about strapping on our skates and living out our
Ice Princess dreams of nailing the triple Axel at sectionals.
BELOW: The 20th anniversary of the dedication of St. Dominic
Chapel was commemorated on Tuesday, Feb. 2 with the
celebration of a special mass by Father Kenneth Sicard, O.P.

AIDAN CASTRICONE ’24/ THE COWL

BRIANNA COLLETI ’21/ THE COWL

ABOVE: If this view does not make you want to start a
snowball fight on your next stroll down Eaton Street, then I
don’t know what else will.
BELOW: This powdery wonderland can be seen on a clear
night at Wolf Hill in Smithfield, RI.
LILLIE HUNTER ’22/ THE COWL

Photos compiled by Brianna Colletti ’21, Photography Editor

ISABELLA BAFFONI ’23/ THE COWL

Roving
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What show did you binge-watch over
break?

“Criminal Minds.”
Caroline Schaper ’22

“The Boys.”
Marc DeMartis ’21

“Cobra Kai.”
Alfredo Lissandrelli ’23

“Euphoria.”
Lauren Flynn ’21

“The Sopranos.”
Chris Iadeluca ’21

“Bridgerton.”
Diana Bilotta ’22

“Gossip Girl.”
-Victoria, Anna, and MJ
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Photos by Brianna Colletti ’21, Photography Editor
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Checkmate: Queen’s Gambit Makes Chess Mainstream

The Harrowing Story of Beth Harmon Inspires a Resurgence
by Dave Argento ’21
A&E Staff
TELEVISION
Since the onset of the pandemic, people stuck at
home have sought new outlets for entertainment
to replace some of the many activities rendered
obsolete by COVID-19. As a result, the 1,500-yearold game of chess has seen increased consumer
interest as an engaging and safe source of fun.
Although the steady increase in playerbase and
viewership that the board game saw during
the pandemic helped the chess world, it more
importantly provided the perfect foundation for the
unprecedented boom that would follow the release
of one of Netflix’s top shows: The Queen’s Gambit.
The Queen’s Gambit, starring Anya Taylor-Joy,
tells the story of a young, orphaned girl named
Beth Harmon who takes her acute interest in
chess to eventual mastery of the game and chess
stardom. The compelling narrative comes as an
inspiration to many with its powerful message
of an underprivileged girl battling addiction and
defying the odds to reach the top of the maledominated arena as a young woman. Contrary
to many of the depictions of competitive chess
in prior films and series, director Scott Frank
put forth additional effort and attention to
detail in order to integrate into the show a more
accurate depiction of the competitive chess world
than mainstream media had ever seen before.
Harmon’s success in beating the world
champion Vasily Borgov parallels the massive
success of the series. Viewership data shows 62
million households watched The Queen’s Gambit
in the first 28 days after its release, more than any
previous Netflix scripted limited series.

With this record performance, the entire world
of chess has enjoyed skyrocketing intrigue into
the classic board game. The clearest evidence of
this rise in interest is the booming sales figures
of chess sets. Marie Fazio of The New York Times
writes, “At Goliath Games, a toy company that
sells several varieties of chess sets, set sales are
up more than 1,000% compared with this time
last year.” The chess set market grew over 125%
in just the first weeks after the series premiered.
Although chess has shown tremendous growth
in physical board sales, the skyrocketing success
of its online platforms also proves how the ageold game has adapted to the contemporary world.
Chess.com, one of the top chess websites, reports
it has seen millions of new fans flock to the site
for games, lessons, and puzzles, giving the site
its biggest annual growth since it launched in
2007. Since March, it has added 12.2 million
new members, including 3.2 million who joined

after The Queen’s Gambit debuted in late October.
Popular chess streaming channels, such as Grand
Master Hikaru Nakamura and the Botez sisters,
have enjoyed massive increases in viewership
on platforms like Twitch.tv and Youtube.com.
As with any major trend, there are questions
regarding the extent of the staying power of this
explosive growth following the current boom.
Two-time U.S. women’s champion Jennifer
Shahade says, “Growth like that isn’t expected
to keep pace as interest in the Netflix show dies
down.” She says she believes the interest may
translate into a “generational effect.” The most
comparable period of mainstream media attention
in chess history is likely to be the historic 1972
World Chess Championship won by American
Bobby Fisher over Soviet Boris Spassky. Although
we are not seeing chess tournaments on cable news
channels, the future of chess is likely to be brighter
thanks to the inspiration ignited by Beth Harmon.

The Queen’s Gambit follows orphan Beth Harmon’s rise to competitive chess stardom.
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New Year, New Semester, New Watchlist
A Wealth of Netflix K-Dramas to Add to Your Queue
by Sara Conway ’21
A&E Co-Editor
FILM
Here we are again. Barely a month
into 2021, and this new year has already
slammed us with a series of historical
events: the Jan. 6 Capitol attack; the
swearing in of President Biden; the
GameStop fiasco which occurred
during the last week of January; and, of
course, the world still battles COVID-19.
Escaping into a story, regardless of
medium, is desperately needed. Netflix
is always there, but what to watch after
bingeing the high-profile shows such as
The Queen’s Gambit and Bridgerton? Look
no further than to the abundance of
original Korean dramas—or K-dramas,
as they are better known—on Netflix.
In 2019, the Korea Creative Content
Agency (KOCCA) reported that the
United States “accounts for five to six
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percent of the international viewership”
of K-dramas, or about 18 million viewers.
As Korean entertainment has gained
more international attention, including
from the American mainstream, so has
the content, such as K-dramas, steadily
increased and become more widely
available on platforms like Netflix.
Before jumping into watching a
K-drama, a few basics of the genre must
be explained. Firstly, unlike American
TV shows that often span across several
series, K-dramas are generally one
season, ranging between 16 and 24
one-hour episodes. This is part of the
allure of K-dramas: their storylines
have a conclusion, and in their compact
form, they are highly binge-worthy
(not to mention the addictive antics
that are characteristic of these dramas).
Another basic element: there will be
tropes. But the tropes make the stories so
much fun. For example, if it is a romantic
comedy (or not), there is a high chance that
the romantic leads used to be childhood
friends and somehow forgot this fact. Past
trauma also tends to play an important
role in the present drama that slowly
rises to the surface (a K-drama is not
complete without some family trauma).
The characters find a way to confront this
trauma while also looking good. Long
trench coats and turtlenecks are a classic
K-drama look—and for good reason.
K-dramas would not be K-dramas
without their twists, and sometimes a
viewer really has to suspend their belief

in reality. On that note, if there is no
body, then the person who was said to
be dead is most likely not dead. They
will reappear again, almost guaranteed.
Lastly, K-dramas cover every genre
under the sun. You want a historical
story? Great. Watch Hwarang: The Poet
Warrior Youth about the Silla Dynasty,
57 BC–935 AD. What about a cute
college romance? Tons out there. A
semi-believable-and-also-hilarious
drama about a CEO accidentally
ending up in North Korea? Let me
tell you about Crash Landing on You.
Released in 2019, Netflix’s original
show, Crash Landing on You, follows Yoon
Se-ri (Korean last names are written first),
a successful businesswoman and CEO of
her own beauty brand. One day, while
testing a new hang glider suit, a strong
storm suddenly sweeps in and knocks Seri into none other than North Korea. Her
antics to try and escape are both hilarious
and frustrating, as upset plans and close
calls abound. Family drama back in South
Korea, a North Korean army captain,
and a loyal band of side characters make
things interesting for Se-ri as she attempts
to cross the border again and again.
About two months after Crash
Landing on You finished airing, a new
Netflix original hit the streaming
platform: Extracurricular. In this darker
K-drama, a typical wallflower-straight-A
high school student is not all that he
seems. Oh Ji-soo is the middleman in
a complicated side hustle that makes

bank, which helps him save up money
to go to college. However, things start to
spiral out of control when his “part-time
job”—which may be or not be illegal—
is discovered by a fellow classmate.
Ethical undercurrents are also
foundational in Hospital Playlist, another
Netflix K-drama released in 2020.
Maybe hospital shows are not what
one wants to watch now, but Hospital
Playlist sets itself apart from the copious
medical dramas available through its
tight friend group of doctors who first
met in medical school. Also, they form
a band together, practicing after work
whenever they can. You will never hear
Pachebel’s “Canon in D” the same way.
Finally, It’s Okay to Not Be Okay
(2020) explores mental health, trauma,
and family with a dark fairytale twist.
Ko Moon-young and Moon Gang-tae
are a famous picture book author and
a caregiver in a psychiatric hospital,
respectively, who literally collide in a
hospital where Gang-tae works and
Moon-young is a guest speaker. As their
lives become more and more entangled,
which is further complicated because
they knew each other as children,
both take steps towards emotional
healing, beginning with art and stories.
If you need some laughs, moments
in which reality is tossed out the
windows, or shows in which friends,
family, and romance all intersect
with unique plotlines, K-dramas
are
an
absolute
must-watch.
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“Right Where You Left Me”

Taylor Swift Releases Second Suprise Album, evermore
by Madison Palmieri ‘22
A&E Staff
MUSIC
Less than five months after surprising
fans with the unexpected release of
her eighth studio album, folklore,
Taylor Swift announced on Dec. 10
that a second unprecedented album,
evermore, would be released that night.
On Instagram, she described the
project as “folklore’s sister record”
and explained that she and her
collaborators “were standing on the
edge of the folklorian woods and
had a choice: to turn and go back or
to travel deeper into the forest of this
music. We chose to wander deeper in.”
She mused that “there was
something different with folklore. In
making it, I felt less like I was departing
and more like I was returning. I
loved the escapism I found in these
imaginary/not
imaginary
tales.”
Evermore represents a continuation
of folklore’s thematic and lyrical
maturity as well as its compositional
tendency away from radio-friendly
hits and towards more alternative
tracks. However, it stands apart
from its “sister” in terms of
metaphor use and world-building.
For instance, the album’s first single
and opening track, “willow,” uses the
titular tree to express how the speaker’s
partner fundamentally altered their
life with the recurring assertion that
“life was a willow, and it bent right
to your wind,” supplemented by
wordplay in lines such as “lost in your
current like a priceless wine” and “I
come back stronger than a ’90s’ trend.”
Track two, “champagne problems,”
one of Swift’s strongest efforts on
the album, tells the tale of a rejected
marriage
proposal.
Its
bridge
culminates in a crescendo of streamof-consciousness as the speaker
recollects what others said about the
unfortunate event: “‘She would’ve
made such a lovely bride, what a
shame she’s f—ed in the head,’ they
said.” The song’s title could doubly
mean “sham pain problems”—a
witty nod to feminist frustrations
with the notion that a woman’s
rejection of her partner’s proposal
insinuates she has a mental disorder.
Swift’s clever word play is
additionally evident in “gold rush,”
a song whose genius titular metaphor
for developing feelings for someone
universally adored is strengthened by
the vivid imagery of lines such as “I
don’t like slow motion double vision
in a rose blush / I don’t like that falling
feels like flying ’til the bone crush”
and “your hair falling into place
like dominoes” as well as a cheeky
reference to her eighth studio album:
“my mind turns your life into folklore.”
“’Tis the damn season” tells the
story of a pair of former lovers who
reunite for the holidays when the
speaker returns from Los Angeles
and, in a clever reference to Robert
Frost, admits that “the road not taken
looks real good now / And it always
leads to you and my hometown.”
“Tolerate it” and “no body, no
crime” are similarly able to compress
a novel’s plot into several minutes
of song. The former track describes
a decaying relationship in which the
speaker feels merely “tolerated” by
their “older” and “wiser” partner. Lines
such as “I’m begging for footnotes in

the story of your life / Drawing hearts
in the byline” reinforce the narrator’s
sense of desperation and helplessness.
The latter track, while nearly opposite
of “tolerate it” in theme, is an equally
strong example of Swift’s masterful
storytelling abilities. With backing
vocals from HAIM, she inserts herself
into a crime thriller involving Merlot,
mistresses, and murder in a darkly
humorous effort that stands apart from
the rest of the singer’s discography.
Track seven, “happiness” is
significantly more somber than “no
body, no crime,” but is nonetheless
another perfect example of Swift’s
gift for lyrical composition as well as
her love of literature. Phrases such as
“my eyes leak acid rain on the pillow
where you used to lay your head”
convey the song’s mourning over
the end of a relationship. References
to The Great Gatsby appear in lines
such as “I hope she’ll be a beautiful
fool” and “all you want from me now
is the green light of forgiveness.”
Swift reinforces the idea that
folklore and evermore are sister albums
with a lyrical callback to the opening
lines of the former record’s seventh
track, “seven”: “Please picture me in
the trees,” with a similar opening to
“happiness”: “Honey, when I’m above
the trees / I see this for what it is.”
“Dorothea” conveys a longing for a
former friend or lover who has become
famous, while “coney island,” which
features The National, uses the idea
of a theme park to ruminate on what
remains of a relationship after “the fast
times, the bright lights, the merry go.”
Track 10, “ivy” continues the
album’s pastoral motif as established
by “willow,” using the weed’s
unwelcome presence, destructive
abilities, and overpowering nature
to symbolize the devastating effects
of an affair on a marriage, especially
in the line “I can’t / Stop you
putting roots in my dreamland /
My house of stone, your ivy grows
/ And now I’m covered in you.”
“Cowboy
like
me”
likewise
showcases Swift’s gift for figurative
language as she compares a pair
of lovers to cowboys and bandits
in a Bonnie-and-Clyde-esque tale.
“Long story short,” perhaps the most
musically and thematically upbeat
song on the album, sees the speaker
reflect on their troubled past and
acknowledge their partner’s role
in positively changing their life.
Track 13, “marjorie,” is an elegy
to Swift’s grandmother, which
encapsulates the loss of loved ones
endured by many throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic. In another
parallel reinforcing the two albums’
sisterhood, folklore’s 13th track,
“epiphany,”
directly
compares
Swift’s grandfather’s experiences
fighting in World War II with
the struggles faced by healthcare
workers during the pandemic.
Similar to “champagne problems,”
“marjorie’s” power comes from its
bridge, which is both heartbreakingly
universal, with phrases such as “I
should’ve asked you how to be /
Asked you to write it down for me
/ Should’ve kept every grocery
store receipt / ’Cause every scrap
of you would be taken from me,”
and devastatingly specific, with a
reference to Swift’s grandmother’s

career as an opera singer: “All your
closets of backlogged dreams /
And how you left them all to me.”
In “closure,” the narrator addresses
someone attempting to neatly end a
relationship with them, frustrated that
the addressee insincerely wants to wash
their hands of the failed connection.
The album’s title track, “evermore,”
in contrast, returns to the theme of
healing present in “long story short,”
in a piano-driven duet with Bon Iver.
Track 16, “right where you left
me,” immerses listeners in the halted
world of a jilted woman, who remains
“23 inside her fantasy” in the dim
light of a restaurant after her partner

breaks off the relationship. The song
presents a deliberate contrast with
the album’s closer, “it’s time to go,”
in which the narrator speaks to
“that old familiar body ache / The
snaps from the same little breaks
in your soul” and assures listeners,
“you know when it’s time to go.”
Whether Swift embraces this
outlook in her future music and
further diversifies the sonic and lyrical
content of her discography or ventures
even deeper into the “folklorian
woods,” evermore’s demonstration
of Swift’s abilities confirms that,
with regard to her musical genius,
she is right where we left her.
PHOTO COURTESY OF TAYLOR SWIFT / TWITTER
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Netflix Releases Chilling Night Stalker Documentary
A Glimpse into One of California’s Most Twisted Cases
by Dan O’Neill ’21
A&E Staff
FILM

PHOTO COURTESY OF NETFLIX

Ramirez was sentenced to death for 13 murders.

A recently released documentary on Netflix
titled Night Stalker: The Hunt for a Serial Killer has
captured the attention of viewers, as it details the
race to stop the murder spree of Richard Ramirez.
The documentary was released on Jan. 13 and
follows detective Gil Carrillo and investigator
Frank Salerno as they uncover the brutal crimes of
their suspect. The production successfully captures
the aura and environment of the era, as serial
crimes and murders wreaked havoc in the 1980s.
Richard Ramirez, known as “The Night Stalker,”
led police on a long, arduous chase as he murdered
at least 13 people. His crimes included breaking and
entering, assault, kidnap, rape, and murder. The
documentary series follows each crime as they occur
in chronological order and successfully displays
the evidence as Carrillo and Salerno continue their

investigation. The director, Tiller Russell, even adds
the gruesome recollections of specific individuals,
both family members and survivors, to focus the
series on the heinous nature of Ramirez’s crimes.
In an interview with Entertainment Weekly,
when asked about the inspiration for creating the
documentary series, Russell said, “Ramirez’s crimes
were unprecedented. There weren’t other serial
killers that were murdering adults and abducting
children and sometimes murdering them.” The
uniqueness and individuality of the crime spree
are part of the reason for the success of the series,
but not all of it. In the same interview, Russell
also states, “It was important to us to highlight
the stories of his victims carefully because we
were dealing with highly sensitive, fragile, and
sometimes tragic memories of somebody’s life.”
One of the reasons that this documentary series
is so well regarded is because of the human aspect
of the film. The main topic of the series is obviously
the brutal murders and crimes of Richard Ramirez,
but the director also successfully explores the
effect that the job has on the detectives. Salerno,
according to the documentary, was used to hardhitting cases like that of the Night Stalker. For
detective Carrillo, however, the gruesome nature
of the case, and the endless brutality it revealed,
started to take a toll on his family life. However,
Carrillo ultimately withstood the pressure and
successfully tracked down the Night Stalker.
Ultimately, this documentary series is successful
in capturing much more than just the catching of
a serial killer. The series focuses on the genuine
emotions, reactions, and attitudes surrounding
the crimes, and even gives a stunning look at
Los Angeles in the summer of 1985. The graphic
documentary gives a solid view into the time
period and the intensity of the circumstances
in a city rattled by an indiscriminate killer.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NETFLIX

Night Stalker: The Hunt for a Serial Killer is not the first recounting
of Ramirez’s crimes, but is hailed as the most comprehensive series.

Waxing Nostalgic for Returning Television Shows
A List of Those That Got Us Through the Pandemic
by Grace Whitman ’22
A&E Staff

TELEVISION
It is April 15, 2020, roughly one
month since the entire student body
was sent home and Providence
College’s campus was completely
shut down due to the COVID-19
pandemic. You are still taking classes
over Zoom, but you have a lot of
time on your hands. Sitting down
to binge-watch trending shows like
Outer Banks, All American, and Tiger
King are a highlight of your day.
We can all agree, time traveling
back to spring of 2020 would not
be anyone’s wish, but there was
definitely a boost of serotonin hearing
the “ba-boom” sound that Netflix
makes when it opens on the screen.
Although there are several
television productions that were
momentarily shut down due to
the pandemic, several popular
shows are back on air or finishing
up their editing as we speak.
All American, which was Netflix’s
most-viewed TV show produced
by an outside channel in 2020, is an
American sports drama series based
on former NFL linebacker Spencer
Paysinger ’s life. The show’s main
character Spencer James is a star
athlete from Crenshaw High School
who transfers to the prestigious
Beverly High School to have more

recruiting opportunities. The show
incorporates
several
important
topics, such as substance abuse,
privilege, and police brutality.
Episode one of season three aired
on Jan. 18 on the CW, with new
episodes coming every Monday.
Another incredibly popular show

GRAPHIC COURTESY OF PATRICK FULLER ’21 / THE COWL

in 2020 was Euphoria, which can be
streamed on HBO Max. Although
filming for season two of Euphoria has
been delayed due to the pandemic,
two special episode titles are
currently streaming. These episodes
serve as a placeholder in order to
set the stage for when the second

season is released. Euphoria follows
teenager Rue, played by Zendaya,
as she narrates her struggles
with drug addiction and several
mental illnesses to her classmates.
Outer Banks was also a hit
sensation during the peak of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Forcing us
all to wish we were living on the
beach, Outer Banks follows the clash
between the preppy elite “Kooks”
and the working class “Pogues.”
As John B, played by Chase Stokes,
put it, the Outer Banks is “the sort
of place where you either have two
jobs or two houses. . .two tribes,
one island.” In July 2020, Netflix
announced that the teenage drama
murder mystery would be renewed
for a second season. Filming is
currently wrapping up with an
expected release date later this
year. Summer 2020 may not have
felt like “Paradise on Earth,” but
maybe there is some hope for 2021.
Finally, it was announced in
February 2020 that Stranger Things
would be renewed for a fourth season.
Although an official release date has
yet to be announced due to filming
delays, a 2021 premiere is very likely.
The early months of 2021 will
see limited shows released due to
the delay in production, but with
more time in quarantine comes more
creativity. The later months of 2021
will be jam-packed with new shows
that will definitely be worth the wait.
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The Bachelorette Update: Clare and Dale Separate
An Unexpected Breakup Leads to Swirling Rumors
by Grace O’Connor ’22
A&E Staff
TELEVISION
The Bachelor and Bachelorette are all-time favorite
television shows dating back to 2002. These
exhilarating programs start with 30+ contestants,
and narrow down to one in a matter of months.
The most recent season of The Bachelorette made
history with Clare Crawley becoming the oldest
woman to hold the title. Crawley constantly
mentioned that she always wanted to be true
to herself and find the man of her dreams.
This turned into reality for Crawley when
Dale Moss, a former NFL player, immediately
swept her off her feet. Crawley claimed that it
was a “feeling that I’ve never felt before. . .just
standing in front of a man, connecting on that
level, and it being electric between each other—

I’ve never felt that instantly like that before.”
Many fans believed that Crawley and Moss must
have been talking before meeting on The Bachelorette,
which they denied immediately, claiming it was love
at first sight. In yet another historic moment in The
Bachelor franchise, the pair got engaged just a few
episodes into Crawley’s season, making Crawley
the first Bachelorette to end her season early.
However, just as quickly as their relationship
began, it ended. Crawley was met with a rude
awakening when Moss publicly announced their
breakup on Jan. 19 in a now-deleted Instagram
post. Moss told his followers the 5-month-long
relationship had ended, saying, “I wanted [to] share
with you all that Clare and I have decided to go our
separate ways. We appreciate the love and support
we’ve received from so many people, but this is the
healthiest decision for both of us at this time. We
strongly believe in leading with love and always

GRAPHIC COURTESY OF SARA CONWAY ’21 / THE COWL

Clare Crawley and Dale Moss met on season 16 of The Bachelorette, getting engaged shortly after.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CRAIG SJODIN / ABC

remaining true to oneself—something our families
have taught and instilled in us throughout our
lives. We only hope the best things for one another.”
This revelation sent shock waves throughout
Bachelor nation, who believed they saw a true
connection between Moss and Crawley, and raised
questions about whether or not Moss went on the
show solely for fame. A source close with the pair
said that originally, “Clare and Dale were taking
time apart and were working it out, but it led to a
definite split.” The source went on to say that “Dale
felt that he was not ready for marriage and was not
ready to move to Sacramento for Clare. They were
making a lot of plans that Dale could not commit to.
It didn’t feel right and he had to follow his heart.
They are in different places in life right now.”
In contrast to Moss, Crawley was prepared to
get married, and she often spoke about wanting to
have children. In the end, the distance between the
two proved to be more challenging than either of
them could have expected, which resulted in Moss
deciding to end the relationship and Crawley feeling
blindsided. It became evident that the break-up
between Moss and Crawley was not as mutual as
Moss originally made it seem. In an Instagram post
on Jan. 21, Crawley revealed, “I was made aware
of a ‘mutual’ statement at the same time you all
were, so I’ve needed some time to digest this.” She
continued, “Speaking for myself, my intentions with
this relationship have always been very clear, so the
truth is I am crushed. This was not what I expected
or hoped for and am still trying to process this.”
Crawley says that she is trying to get herself
out of a “dark place” after this breakup. She is
focusing on herself by putting her needs above
all else. Both have mutual respect for one another,
but ultimately it was clear that what Crawley
and Moss had was not true love. Crawley is
back on the path to finding her soulmate while
dealing with her publicly broken engagement.
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Trigger Warning: This poem includes
references to suicide and self-harm

Suicidal Love
by Toni Rendon ’24
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

Can we dance like Snowflakes?
Tumbling down until we hit the ground
Blood pooling around us
Scaring anyone who finds us
You should’ve known this love was suicidal
When I told you I’d die without you
Because I know the sun won’t peek past the clouds
If you’re not around
So, when you decide to step out on that ledge
Remember to grab my hand
So we can both greet death together
We agreed to “for better or worse and in sickness and health”
But what happens when the sickness and worse stick around
Like a generational curse we can’t break
Do we sit around and wait for the inevitable heartbreak?
Do we slit our wrists and stop our heartbeat?
Or do we pop pills and catch chills
As the world fades around us
We fell in love with broken people
The type who were labeled evil
Because we’re not afraid to watch the world end
We’ve already seen how the sky bends and breaks
And we’ve shed all the tears our hearts can take
So there’s nothing left to do
But dance hand in hand in the air
Like Snowflakes until we hear the sound
Of our bones break

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM AND PIXABAY.COM AND GRAPHIC DESIGN BY SARAH MCLAUGHLIN '23
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by Ellie Forster ’24
Asst. Portfolio Editor
POETRY

Lying on the pavement
My leg tickles as my sister
Traces the shape of my fidgeting,
Six-year-old self.
She connects the line to its beginning,
And its end disappears.
The chalk brushes against the side of my knee
And I giggle in discomfort
I stand, take a breath
And attack my chalk silhouette.
Clothing myself with a rainbow
Red skirt
Orange and yellow striped shirt
A green necklace with a heart charm (for flair)
Violet sneakers on my feet
Blue eyes
Pink lips
And brown hair

My back, preheated by the pavement of our driveway,
Is cooked by the sun
As I trace my sister.
The moment I finish she leaps up,
And dons a purple chalk dress and blue chalk glasses, to go
With her yellow chalk hair
While I plant a chalk flower.
Before we’re done our other sister ambushes us,
Spraying wildly with the hose.
We chase after her in soaked cotton,
And as our mud- and color-covered feet
leave the heat of the pavement,
We’re washed away.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM

Aggressive
by Mariela Flores ’23
Portfolio Staff
poetry

Today me and my peers were called “aggressive.”
We were given the title and told to bear the weight of it, the weight of the word, the weight of all our ancestors before
us who had heard the same complaint by the same white mouth, we are aggressive.
We are aggressive when we write, when we sing, when we dance, when we laugh, when we cry, when we are angry,
because an institution is spitting in our faces, it is telling us to hold back, to hold on, to wait.
We are aggressive, I am aggressive.
I am five feet tall.
A hundred and five pounds.
I struggle to open their doors.
My appearance has been demonized because my tone is not right, but I do not have the energy to police myself today,
not today, not tomorrow, not again.
I am not aggressive when I am surrounded by a sea of white.
When this whiteness swallows me whole and I am left choking, spitting out a freedom I do not own, I am not
aggressive when I am being told to stay shut.
I am not aggressive, I am afraid.
Afraid as I walk through the campus and they throw their words, their chants, “build that wall!"—it rings in my ears,
my hands, my feet, I can feel their hate, it hurts me.
And I am afraid to let them keep hurting me, because soon I will be nothing more than a bruise on their campus, on
their world, and nothing, no one will heal me.
I am not aggressive, I am tired.
Tired of holding up the image of someone I do not like anymore. The perfect image of the person “deserving” of a spot
here. I keep trying to plant myself into their soil, but my roots will not grow.
I am not aggressive—I am kind, strong, brave, far too patient for my own good.
Today I will not apologize for the version of me you get when the patience has run out. I will not accept a title
I did not earn, my humanity is not aggressive, my incentives, my motives, the dream I keep so close to my pillow,
these things will not be tainted by a word from a mouth that does not feed me.
I am not aggressive, you are.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM DEVON.MUDDYSTILETTOS.CO.UK
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The Power of Her Thoughts
by Grace O'Connor ’22
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

She feels stuck at the moment like glue
Unable to escape her internal misery.
Oxygen barely fills up her shallow lungs,
As her glassy eyes are begging for
relief.
White dots start to blur her vision,
She tries to remember how to
breathe.
Her head feels heavy like an
oversized bowling ball,
Falling over from her weak
grip.

As her nervous impulses flood through her
body,
She starts to doubt any progress she has
made.
Trust.
She does not trust herself or the world
around her.
Isn’t this where worry comes from?
She is wary of every fleeting thought,
Fighting it every step of the way.
Fighting every tiny detail.
Fighting life.

In moments like these, she
craves comfort
Not feeling suffocated in
open space.
She feels the most alone
during these times.
Her body becomes her own
worst enemy but,
The only thing keeping her
alive.

Her brain is her rival.
Forming and reforming every
rash thought,
Her brain is the gatekeeper to
happiness or misery.
It is her brain’s default instinct
to hold her back,
From pain, hurt,
disappointment.

Poetry

PHOTO COURESTY OF PIXABAY.COM AND GRAPHIC DESIGN BY ELIZABETH MCGINN '21

by Sarah Heavren ’21
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

What is it to write poetry?
It is more than merely meeting a meter
Or pairing words to form a rhyme.
I believe it reaches for something much deeper.
It pulls and tickles emotions.
It awakens them from a heavy slumber,
Suppressed by the weight of this world.
Poetry reminds us to pause and wonder.
It asks the challenging questions
Through imagery, metaphors, and examples.
Sometimes it’s passively active,
Sometimes quite concise, and sometimes it likes to ramble.

Some people don’t have the patience
To delve into the magical world of words.
They want things quick and straightforward,
So their innermost reactions go unheard.
To feel is really quite human.
It is inseparable from our being.
Poetry always calls us back
And puts words to what we are truly feeling.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM
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Hatchet

Tiffany &
Earl

by Kate Ward ’23
Portfolio Staff
Fiction

The girl looked up and
smiled. His blood ran cold.
She shouldn’t be able to see
him. The girl unbuckled
the hatchet at her waist
and brought her arm back
to throw it. Isaiah pressed
the small button on the
inside of his uniform and
phased back into his body,
leaping down from his
perch, narrowly avoiding
the oncoming weapon. Her
hatchet dematerialized with
a wave of her hand and was
already back in throwing
position. He hadn’t seen
anything like it before over
the course of his training
sessions. He had to find a
way to disarm her and get
to that button on the other
side of the room.
He could tell he was
losing energy by the way

his breathing staggered and
shuddered. He was beginning
to panic, and his facade was
beginning to slip. Isaiah
normally had no problem
keeping his cool during
training, but the fact that she
could see him really unnerved
him. He couldn’t keep
dodging her and eventually
caught the hatchet in the
bicep.
Isaiah cried out, looking
down at it in shock as the
weapon disappeared with a
spurt of blood coming from
his arm. He shook his head
and began to sprint for the
exit, hurtling over the various
boxes and platforms the
training center had set up.
The hatchet whistled past his
ear once more, and it seemed
that the button grew farther
and farther away with each

Listomania*

frenzied step he took.
Isaiah dared to glance
backward, and she just
stood about six feet away,
staring at him with a small
smile, a predator hunting
its prey.
She knew she had
him; all she had to do
was finish it. If he hit that
button, he would win this
round and she would be
sent to the gallows. She
couldn’t let that happen.
As desperate as she was,
she wanted him to feel
that sweet relief of his
fingers brushing the
button but the crushing
doom of not quite hitting
it. So she threw her axe
and watched it hit him
directly in the spine.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM

Reasons to drop a class during add/drop period:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My ex is in it
It’s hard
It has pop quizzes
The textbook is too heavy for me to carry
It’s a non lab-based class with a lab
Someone has already tried to ask me out
It meets in-person
My professor is too hot to handle
It’s at 8:30 a.m.
I'm the only one who signed up
I used up all my excused absences already
My professor doesn’t socially distance
The person I sit next to thinks their mask is a
chinstrap
• Someone took my unassigned assigned seat
• My professor gives A’s starting at 94 instead of
93

*Listomania and Tiffany & Earl are both satirical pieces that do not reflect the views of Providence College or The Cowl.

Making PC an emotionally stable
place one letter at a time
Dear Tiff and Earl,
I made eye contact with
someone across the testing
center, and I think I met my
soulmate. His cerulean orbs
locked with mine behind the
plexiglass. From the moment
he exposed his nose, I knew
he was really the one. How
do I profess my swabinduced love?
Sincerely,
Catching Feelings, Not
COVID
Dear Fetching Feelings,
Finding a college heartthrob
is one thing, but finding a
college heart swab is entirely
different. Love at first swab
is arguably more powerful
and more intimate than
love at first sight in this day
and age. I think the best
thing you can do is find a
way of asking him to get
tested with you. He will
suavely walk with you (six
feet away) down the lane
in Peterson, then you can
get a peek at his ID when
he presses it against the
plexiglass, and finally you
can get another look at the
face of your future fiancé.
He’ll catch a glimpse of your
face and hopefully that’s
all the motivation he needs.
Make sure to blow your
nose a ton before you go—
you don’t want any boogers
killing the mood.
Swabily,

Tiff

Dear Catching Feelings,
Dating during a pandemic
is undeniably difficult.
Luckily, there is a way you
can see your beloved’s face
on campus! Simply ask them
out on a Dunkin’ date in
Slavin. As we all know, if
you have a Dunkin’ cup in
your hand, you are exempt
from spreading COVID and
can sit maskless in Slavin.
What a neat quirk of the
virus!
Exasperatedly,

Earl

Sports
Remembering

Baseball’s Best
by Jack Belanger ’21
Sports Co-Editor
EDITOR’S CORNER
Two weeks ago, the baseball
world lost its former home run king,
Henry “Hank” Aaron, marking the
ninth baseball Hall of Famer to pass
away within the past calendar year.
Aaron’s passing calls us back to a
much different time, when baseball
was America’s National Pastime and
the best players were icons. Baseball
reigned during the ’50s and ’60s, and
with each death of aging legends,
the further we move from baseball’s
golden era.
Each of the Hall of Famers were
giants and represented what was
once great about the game. Aaron’s
chase to break Babe Ruth’s long-time
home run record captivated the entire
country in 1973. Less than 30 years
after Jackie Robinson broke baseball’s
color barrier, Aaron becoming
baseball’s home run king was another
victory for the Black community.
The late Bob Gibson pitched
three complete games for the St.
Louis Cardinals in the 1967 World
Series and won all three starts. For
comparison, not one pitcher made
it past the sixth inning in the 2020
World Series. Instead, the country got
to see journeymen relievers come out
to pitch a single inning at a time on
baseball’s biggest stage. In the NBA,
you want your best player taking the
last shot. In the NFL, you want your
quarterback taking deep passes down
field as the clock ticks down. For
the fan’s sake, would it not be more
exciting to see a team’s best pitcher on
the mound when the game is on the
line?
The late Los Angeles Dodger
manager, Tommy Lasorda, had a
personality that is completely devoid
in the game today. The longtime
manager was never shy to get after
an umpire for a bad call and brought
more energy to the dugout as a
70-year-old than most players show
today. His love for the game led him
to working in LA’s front office well
into his 90s. Don Sutton, another
popular Dodger who passed away,
established himself at LA’s ace during
the 1970s and went on to be one of the
few men who have won 300 games in
the major league.
Tom Seaver, Al Kaline, and Joe
Morgan were the faces of their
franchises in New York, Detroit, and
Cincinnati respectively. Each won
the World Series and were the top
performer on their teams for the
majority of their careers. Lou Brock set
the all-time steals record temporarily
and helped St. Louis to multiple titles.
Whitey Ford was a crucial part of the
New York Yankees dynasty, winning
a total of six World Series titles.
Baseball may not have the same
pull that it once did, but that should
not diminish the significance of those
who came before. The men that we
lost were more than just great players.
They were household names, heroes
to many, and in Aaron’s case: an
activist. They were the bridge that
connected us to our ancestors who
watched them play over 50 years ago.
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Men’s Basketball at Mid-Season

Friars Navigate Through Ups and Downs
Basketball
Continued from front page
David Duke ’22 and Nate Watson ’21
have been the leaders of the team this
year. The duo is known as two of the best
players not only in the Big East, but also
in the entire country. Both players have
massively improved from the 2019-2020
season. Watson has even been named as
a top-10 finalist for the Kareem AbdulJabbar Award, which is given to the best
center in college basketball.
Neither of the two players are afraid
to assert themselves and have dominated
on both ends of the court. Much of the
Friars’ success is due to their individual
contributions. Their most recent game
against Georgetown was an outlier:
Duke had only five points, and Watson
had just five rebounds before fouling out
of the game. This loss highlighted just
how vital Duke and Watson are to the
team’s success, considering that much of
their supporting cast showed up to play.
AJ Reeves ’22 played especially well,
dropping 28 points while shooting six of
12 from behind the arc. Noah Horchler
’21 also contributed valuable minutes and
supplied one of the dunks of the season,
posterizing Georgetown center Qudus
Wahab with a vicious right-handed
slam. Either way, it is clear that Duke
and Watson are the centerpieces of the
program, and that the Friars will struggle
if both have an off day. Fortunately, this
is a rare occurrence, and both are in the
conversation for making the All-Big East
First Team.
A talking point throughout the season
has been whether the Friars can find
a third star to complement Duke and
Watson. During the past two weeks,
freshman guard Alyn Breed ’24 has
stepped up to fill this role for the team. He
replaced Jared Bynum ’23 in the starting
lineup after the St. Joseph’s University
transfer suffered a groin injury on Jan. 2
against Creighton University. Breed had
impressed in limited minutes during nonconference games earlier in the season,
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David Duke ’22 (left) and Nate Watson ’21 (right) are the two leading scorers for the Friars.

and many were optimistic that he could
succeed in a more prominent role. It took
a couple of games for him to settle into
the starting lineup, but he stepped up in
the Friars’ rematch against Creighton, a
key win against a top-25 ranked team.
Breed backed up his performance by
being the Friars’ best player against thirdranked Villanova University. The savvy
guard registered 18 points, 11 rebounds,
and four assists. In the Friars’ Jan. 27 win
against Marquette, Breed came up with
clutch offensive and defensive plays
down the stretch that were necessary
for the Friars to seize the win. While
his game-sealing three-pointer against
Marquette was his headline moment,
he made defensive plays throughout the
game including getting a key stop at the
end of regulation. He also added a vital
steal against Creighton in overtime.
Jimmy Nichols, Jr. ’22 has also stepped
up for the Friars. After redshirting his
sophomore year, Nichols has impressed
with improvements in all aspects of his
game. While his offense has certainly
progressed with him shooting over
50 percent from the floor and over 38
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With three Big East losses decided by a single possession, Coach Cooley knows his team has
little room for error if they want to be playing in March.

percent from downtown, his defense has
arguably been the greatest development
in his game. Nichols came into Friartown
as a lengthy shot-blocker, but now he
is dominant in almost all aspects on
the defensive end. He moves his feet
well and has the ability to cut off quick,
smaller players, but he also has the
strength to lock up bigger post players
too. Nichols’s strong defensive play has
landed him a regular spot in the Friars’
starting lineup, and his versatility will be
incredibly valuable for the team down
the stretch.
PC will only face one currently ranked
team during the rest of its regular season,
which will take place against Villanova
on March 6, the Friars’ regular-season
finale. While the team can certainly win
the majority of its remaining games,
none of them will be easy. Arguably the
most enticing games on the schedule are
when the Friars play their series against
the University of Connecticut. The
Huskies are back in the Big East for the
first time since 2013, and both sides are
excited to resume this classic Northeast
rivalry. These games will have huge
consequences for both teams, as UConn
is currently projected as an eight-seed in
the NCAA tournament.
Grabbing two wins against UConn
would be a major boost to PC’s
tournament ambitions and would
certainly give the team momentum
going into the final stretch. The Friars
also play St. John’s University twice.
The Red Storm are a dangerous team
despite having a losing record in the Big
East. Guard Posh Alexander is an elite
defender and one of the best freshmen
in the conference. Sweeping both UConn
and St. John’s would do wonders for
the Friars and would give them a lot of
confidence heading into the Big East
Men’s Basketball Tournament.
Ultimately, PC has the talent and the
ability to make the NCAA tournament.
Nichols and Breed’s play this season,
complementing the dominance of Duke
and Watson, should give optimism to
many Friar fans. Reeves’s breakout game
against Georgetown gives hope that he,
too, can keep up his hot shooting. If the
team continues to play well as a unit and
acquires a killer instinct when closing out
games, they should be able to make a run
in the Big East tournament and lock up a
spot in the NCAA tournament’s field of
68.
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Women’s Basketball Winter Roundup
PC Eager to Start Back Up After Long Hiatus

by Scott Jarosz ’21
Sports Staff
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
The Providence College Women’s
Basketball Team started its unique
and challenging 2020-2021 season
on the right foot. Despite falling to a
talented Quinnipiac University team
on the road in their season opener by a
score of 71-65, PC bounced back in the
following contest against its in-state
rival, the University of Rhode Island.
Although the PC-URI rivalry was
much different this year with there
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Mary Baskerville ’22 goes up for a jump ball
against the vaunted UConn Huskies.

being no fans in attendance, PC
seemed unaffected. The team arrived
in South Kingstown, RI, ready to
compete. PC outscored the host by a
score of 24-16 in the first quarter and
17-16 in the second quarter, leading
41-32 at halftime.
After an impressive first half, PC
did not slow down its attack after
halftime. The Friars dominated the
Rams in the third quarter, outscoring
them 22-10. PC then held URI to just
eight points in the fourth quarter. This
dominant second-half performance
sealed a 76-50 blowout win. PC shot
57.6 percent from the field in the game
and 50 percent from three-point range.
Mary Baskerville ’22 finished with a
team-high 16 points and also collected
a team-high seven rebounds.
PC carried the momentum from
its win over URI into its game the
following day, which took place
in Alumni Hall against Bryant
University, another in-state foe. Both
teams battled hard in the first quarter,
with PC narrowly coming out on top
12-11. PC began to pull away in the
second quarter, as it outscored the
visitors 15-7.
Again, after a strong first half, PC
showed no signs of slowing down.
The Friars opened the third quarter
by scoring 13 consecutive points,
and continued to play exceptionally
well through the rest of the second
half, eventually securing a 67-40
victory. Leading PC in scoring was
Baskerville, who netted a both game
and season-high 18 points. Following
close behind Baskerville was Chanell
Williams ’21, who logged 15 points,
nine of which came from three-point
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The Friars have had their last five games postponed due to issues with COVID-19. Feb. 3 will
mark PC’s much anticipated return to the court.

field goals. The win improved PC’s
all-time record against Bryant to 7-1.
After a solid 2-1 start to the season,
PC struggled to maintain its hot streak,
falling to Boston College in its next
game by a score of 58-46. PC headed
into Big East play with a record of 2-2.
Its first Big East game came against
a tough Marquette University team.
MU was simply too much for PC to
handle, going on to defeat the Friars
89-40.
However, PC did not allow backto-back losses to deter them, as
they arrived at Hinkle Fieldhouse
ready to take on Butler University.
PC controlled the game from the
start, outscoring Butler 17-9 in the
first quarter and 32-15 in the second
quarter. Butler tried to battle back in
the second half, but it was too little,
too late. Kyra Spiwak ’21 played a
fantastic game for the Friars, recording
a career-high 28 points in the 73-52
win.

After dropping their next matchup
to the University of Maine, the Friars
completed an impressive 76-53 win
over St. John’s University. Williams led
the Friars with 20 points, good enough
for her season-high. However, after
recording their second consecutive
Big East victory, PC failed to find their
rhythm. The Friars posted a record of
1-3 in the following four games, which
concluded with an 87-50 loss to the
University of Connecticut on Jan. 9.
Since then, PC has yet to play
another game. After their loss to the
Huskies, PC’s next six games were
postponed due to COVID-19 issues
within the team. Despite hoping to
return to the court on Feb. 2, that game
has also been postponed due to issues
with the virus in the Xavier University
organization. When PC does finally
start back up, the likes of Baskerville,
Williams, and Spiwak will look to lead
the Friars to a successful second half
of Big East play.

Men’s Hockey Finds Their Stride

Team Sweeps Weekend Series with UNH

by Thomas Zinzarella ’21
Sports Staff
MEN’S HOCKEY

After picking up a pair of ties last weekend against
the No. 8 University of Massachusetts-Amherst, the
Providence College Men’s Hockey Team matched up
against the University of New Hampshire in a homeand-home series.
Coming into the game, the Friars had moved up a
spot in the rankings from No. 18 to No. 17. The Friars’
weekend began in Durham, NH on Jan. 29. UNH led the
visiting Friars 1-0 early in the second period. That would
change dramatically, however, as PC would score five
unanswered goals, including four in the third period
Friars’ forward Jamie Engelbert ’23 started off the
scoring barrage to tie things up at one in the second
period. The goal was his first of the season. Greg Printz
’21 and Nick Poisson ’24 then scored goals just 52 seconds
apart to start the third period, followed by Davis Bunz’s
’21 first career goal to make it a 4-1 game. All three goals
were scored in a span of three minutes and 18 seconds.
The final goal was driven home by New Jersey Devils
draft pick Patrick Moynihan ’23, who scored a powerplay goal with just under two minutes left, sealing the
5-1 victory.
Both squads then matched up again on Jan. 31 in
Providence at Schneider Arena. Once again, the Friars
went down early to the Wildcats, via a goal in each of
the first two periods by UNH. The Friars would have
been trailing by a lot more if it was not for their defensive
prowess on the penalty kill. PC warded off a five-onthree penalty and were a perfect seven-for-seven on the
penalty kill in the game.
A five-minute major penalty towards the latter half of
the second period against Kohei Sato of UNH allowed
the Friars to crawl back into the game. PC would score
two quick goals thanks to Brett Berard ’24 and Tyce

Thompson ’22 in the first 3:32 of the third period off
the penalty. Thompson continues to be the leading goal
scorer for Nate Leaman’s squad, with this being his sixth
goal of the season.
A few moments later, Engelbert struck again. His
second goal of the weekend was in fact the gameclinching goal as the Friars held on for the rest of the
period to sweep the weekend series.
“I like the belief in the locker room that we can do
that…I like the fact that guys believe that they can come
back and win games,” Leaman said after his team’s
win on Sunday. “But I think our starts certainly need
to get better…[and] us getting to our game quickly
is something that we definitely need to work on,” he
added. It has been a theme many Friar hockey fans have
witnessed this year. Nevertheless, the Friars are still

producing results. Currently, PC is tied for the second
most points in the Hockey East, alongside the nation’s
No. 1 team in Boston College.
Jaxson Stauber ’23 continues to produce strong
results in between the pipes for the Friars. Stauber was
recently named Hockey East Co-Defensive Player of
the Week alongside Filip Linderg of UMass. Stauber
stopped 26 of 27 shot attempts on Friday and followed
that performance up with 29 saves on Sunday. He has
allowed just four goals in the last four games.
The Friars are now 7-5-4 on the season and are
unbeaten in their last four games. The Hockey East
Conference is reverting to a week-by-week schedule,
so their opponent for this upcoming weekend will be
announced at a later time. Whoever their opponent is,
the Friars will look to push their unbeaten streak to five.

Nick Poisson ’24 celebrates his goal against UNH, one of three Friar goals in the third period.
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Who Will Win Super Bowl LV?
Providence College Investigates: The NFL

The Kansas City Chiefs
Simply put, who will win this
season’s Super Bowl should not even be
a question. As much as one has to respect
Tom Brady and what he has been able to
accomplish, this is Patrick Mahomes’s
time. Indeed, Brady will be reaching a
remarkable 10th Super Bowl, a feat that
is hard to even fathom. It is made more
impressive when you consider that this
is his very first year on the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers. But the debate should be
about who is the best team: a debate that
Kansas City wins.
Their advantage starts on
special teams, a part of the game that
is not glamorous, but is important,
especially in the playoffs. Ryan Succop
is the placekicker for the Bucs, and he is
not terrible by any means. But compared
to Chiefs’ kicker Harrison Butker, he
is severely outmatched. Since entering
the league, Butker has been among the
league’s best kickers, and has experience
kicking in the biggest moments. He has
proven to be accurate and powerful,
and his kickoff abilities should give the
Bucs trouble.
Steve Spagnuolo, the defensive
coordinator for the Chiefs, gives the
Chiefs another major advantage.
Spagnuolo has experience dealing
with Brady in the Super Bowl as he
led the 2007 New York Giants defense
which famously stopped Brady’s
Patriots from having a perfect season.
His defense now features high-energy
and versatile weaponry with the likes
of Tyrann Mathieu. Mathieu leads a

Chiefs’ secondary that is far stronger
than their Buccaneers counterparts. This
was proven in their last regular season
matchup.
It bears mentioning that Tampa Bay
has a much better front seven than
the Chiefs: Vita Vea, linebacker Devin
White, and Pro Bowler Jason-Pierre
Paul form a formidable trio for Tampa.
However, Kansas City’s tandem of
Frank Clark and Chris Jones is also very
disruptive and works well with the
Chiefs’ stronger secondary.
However, the real reason the
Chiefs will win is because their offense
is far superior to the Bucs. Although
the Buccaneers have a very good duo
in Chris Godwin and Mike Evans
at receiver, other weapons like Rob
Gronkowski and Antonio Brown are at
the tail end of their careers. Meanwhile,
the Chiefs feature a stronger and more
mobile quarterback, a system that fits its
players perfectly, a game-breaking tight
end in Travis Kelce, and a trio of speedy
wideouts led by Tyreek Hill.
One final point worth noting is
Kansas City’s coaching advantage.
While both coaches are experienced,
Andy Reid proved last season that he
may very well be the best coach in the
league. All of these factors combined
make it all but certain that the Chiefs
will be crowned the champions of Super
Bowl LV.
-Joseph Quirk ’23
Sports Staff

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
All eyes will be on star quarterbacks
Patrick Mahomes and Tom Brady as the
Kansas City Chiefs take on the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers in Super Bowl LV. However,
it will be the performances of other
players that will ultimately determine
the outcome. Specifically, the play of the
Tampa Bay defense and Tampa running
back Leonard Fournette will propel the
Buccaneers to their second Super Bowl
victory in franchise history.
The two teams last met in Week 12,
when the Chiefs knocked off the Bucs
27-24. Kansas City wide receiver Tyreek
Hill torched the Tampa defense to the
tune of 269 yards and three touchdowns.
Following that embarrassing showing,
the Bucs worked hard during their Week
13 bye to address their issues with the
deep ball.
Following the bye week, the Bucs
have played 2-man coverage for 18.1%
of all defensive possessions, compared to
just 4.8% in weeks 1–12. This increase in
2-man coverage will provide a challenge
to Hill, as it allows for the cornerbacks
to play more aggressively while also
protecting against the deep ball with
two safeties over the top. So too does it
target Mahomes’s potential weakness,
as the Kansas City quarterback’s 53.6%
completion rate against the 2-man was
his lowest rate against any type of pass
defense in 2020.
Tampa’s run defense, on the other
hand, is one area that has refused to show
any flaws all season. Coming into the
Super Bowl, the Bucs have the league’s

number one rush defense. In the Week
12 matchup, they limited the Kansas
City backs to just 59 yards on 16 rushing
attempts.
This trend will likely continue into
the Super Bowl matchup, as the Chiefs
suffered a brutal loss when left tackle
Eric Fisher went down with an Achilles
injury in the AFC Championship game.
The Chiefs are also expected to be
without right tackle Mitchell Schwartz,
leaving two gaping holes in the line for
the talented Tampa run defenders to take
advantage of.
On the other side of the ball,
Fournette has flourished since the start
of the playoffs following an inconsistent
regular season. Coming into the Super
Bowl, the Tampa running back leads
all players with 313 postseason yards
from scrimmage. With a Chiefs defense
potentially spread thin defending one
of the best receiving corps in the game,
Fournette should have plenty of room to
continue his dominant run.
Indeed, with Tom Brady at the helm,
the Bucs’ offense will remain effective,
but it will be the Tampa Bay defense that
brings home the trophy. Limiting big
plays from perhaps the best offensive trio
in the game in Mahomes, Hill, and tight
end Travis Kelce will not be easy, but the
surging Bucs defense might just have
what it takes.
-Cam Smith ’21
Sports Co-Edior

Brady vs. Mahomes: The Past Takes on the Future
by Ryan Carius ’21
Sports Staff
PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
The first NFL season during the
COVID-19 pandemic will come to
a close on Feb. 7 in Tampa Bay. The
main story headed into the matchup is
the two quarterbacks under center as
Super Bowl LV will feature arguably
the two most renowned quarterbacks
competing in the league. This
competition between Tom Brady and
Patrick Mahomes has more than the
Vince Lombardi Trophy on the line.
Although neither quarterback will
admit it, this game is for bragging
rights. Brady’s route to the Super Bowl
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was not easy. After dispatching Taylor
Heinicke of the Washington Football
Team in the Wild Card matchup,
Brady defeated two legends in both
Drew Brees and Aaron Rodgers to get
to the big game. If Brady can complete
this run by defeating Patrick Mahomes
in the Super Bowl, it will add yet
another impressive accomplishment
to his unmatched resume. Although,
he certainly has enough on his resume
regardless of the outcome of Super
Bowl LV.
For Mahomes, facing Brady in
the Super Bowl should be enough
motivation for the star QB to play
his best. However, this game also
serves as revenge for the 2019 AFC
Championship Game, in which the
New England Patriots defeated the
Kansas City Chiefs in overtime, 37-31.
Mahomes’s rise to stardom has
taken a much different path than
Brady’s, but ever since starting for the
Chiefs in his second season, Mahomes
has been one of the best players in the
entire NFL. In just his third year as the
starting quarterback for the Chiefs,
Mahomes is now in his second Super
Bowl and is favored to collect his
second Lombardi Trophy. Although
two Super Bowls would not be enough
for Mahomes to compete with Brady’s
legacy just yet, the potential is there.
Indeed, if Mahomes continues at this
pace, it may very well be enough
to ask the question: will Mahomes
someday replace Brady as the Greatest
of All Time?
One day, when Mahomes’s career is
over, there will be much comparison
between the two quarterbacks’

career statistics. If one measures
greatness by career titles, it is hard to
imagine supplanting Brady’s six, and
potentially soon seven, Super Bowl
titles. However, given that Mahomes
could win his second title in just three
seasons as starting quarterback, he
is on pace to pass Brady if he has a
successful 20-season career.
It is also worth examining statistics
like passer rating, passing yards,
or touchdowns in one’s pursuit of
naming the GOAT. Although Brady
has thrown for the most TDs in NFL
history, he is not the number one
quarterback in passer rating or passing
yards. What makes Tom Brady stand
out is his tremendous success during
the postseason. Tom Brady is 30-11 in
the postseason with a win percentage
of 73.1%. He’s also thrown for 73
touchdowns. In comparison, Patrick
Mahomes has played in only seven
playoff games with a record of six
wins and one loss, about a winning
percentage of 85%. During that span,
he threw 17 TD passes, a number
which will surely increase during
this Super Bowl and his many playoff
games yet to come.
With these impressive numbers
in just three postseasons, Mahomes
will be compared to Tom Brady
throughout the remainder of his
career. For this reason, the argument
of whether or not Patrick Mahomes
will replace Tom Brady as the GOAT
is yet to be determined. There are also
other factors to consider, such as who
had the better coach, better team, and
tougher opponents throughout their
respective careers. However, if Brady

can win this game and prove that
his success did not just come from a
partnership with Patriots coach Bill
Belichick, he will permanently cement
himself as a true winner, regardless of
what organization he plays for.
On the other hand, what makes
Patrick Mahomes so appealing to
most football fans is the possibility of
him being a generational player that
can also compete for the title of the
Greatest of All Time at the quarterback
position. While it might be nice to
believe Mahomes can capture this
accolade, it will take a very long and
successful career to catch up to Brady,
a pursuit which will make the NFL
entertaining to watch for years to
come.
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A Look
Around
Friartown
Men’s Basketball:
1/27 vs. Marquette University, win 72-63 (OT)
1/30 at Georgetown University, loss 72-73
2/3 vs. Seton Hall University, loss 43-60

Upcoming:
2/6 vs. St. John’s University
2/10 vs. University of Connecticut
2/13 at DePaul University

Women’s Basketball:
1/30 at St. John’s University, Postponed
2/2 vs. Xavier University, Postponed
2/3 at Villanova University, loss 53-67

Upcoming:
2/6 at Georgetown University
2/8 vs. Villanova University
2/10 at Creighton University

Men’s Ice Hockey:
1/23 vs. University of Massachusetts-Amhest,
tie 1-1
1/29 at University of New Hampshire, win 5-1
1/31 vs. University of New Hampshire, win 3-2

Upcoming:
2/6 at Merrimack College
2/7 vs. Merrimack College

Women’s Ice Hockey:
1/17 vs. Merrimack College, win 4-2
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Women’s Hockey: Simply Terrific
by Liam Tormey ’22
Asst. Sports Editor
WOMEN’S HOCKEY
The Providence College Women’s Hockey Team
held a record of 5-0-1 when the fall semester ended
in mid-December. At the start of the new semester,
the Friars are ranked 10th in the country with a 9-4-1
record.
Due to COVID-19 concerns, the Friars played only
eight games while classes were out of session. Series
against Boston University and the University of New
Hampshire were both canceled. In the eight games
that they did play, PC went 4-4-0.
To begin the winter break, the Friars hosted the
University of Maine for two games on Dec. 18 and
19, 2020. The team split the weekend series against
the Black Bears with a 4-0 victory and a 2-1 loss. In
the victory, Sara Hjalmarsson ’22 and Annelise Rice
’21 led the way. Hjalmarsson recorded three assists
while Rice scored two goals. Goaltender Sandra
Abstreiter ’21 finished the night with a shutout, 23
saves, and her second shutout game of the year.
In the loss, Maine grabbed a goal in the first period
before the Friars tied it up in the second, but an early
third-period goal by the Bears sealed a victory and a
split of the weekend series.
After a break due to the holiday season, PC was
scheduled to play Boston University in a home-andhome series on Jan. 8 and 9, but due to COVID-19
health and safety protocols, the weekend series was
postponed and has yet to be rescheduled.
Instead, the Friars traveled to the College of the
Holy Cross on Jan. 9 to start off the new year against
the 3-7-0 Crusaders. After falling in a 2-1 hole, the
Friars would tie things up in the second with a goal
from Hayley Lunny ’21. The Friars then exploded
offensively in the third, as Lindsay Bochna ’24, Bailey
Burton ’23, and Lauren DeBlois ’23 all netted goals to
secure a 5-2 victory. The Friars ended with 48 shots
on net and improved their record to 7-1-1.
Three of the Friars’ four losses since the winter
break have come against a very strong Northeastern
University squad. PC traveled to Boston for the first
time this season on Jan. 12 to take on the Huskies.
Unfortunately, the play of Huskies goalie Aerin
Frankel and her 32-save shutout led to a Friar defeat.
Before their most recent games against
Northeastern, the Friars got back on the winning
track in a home-and-home with Merrimack
University. The first period would remain scoreless,
but Hjalmarsson got the Friars on the board in the
second period. Ciare Barone ’22 would build the lead
with a goal right before the end of the second, and
Bochna would seal the deal with an empty netter to
secure a 3-0 victory. Abstreiter made 22 saves in the
shutout victory.
On Sunday, Jan. 17, the team again handled
business against the Warriors. Isabelle Hardy ’23
put one in the net just 51 seconds into the contest.
However, Merrimack would tie things up before the
period ended and took the lead in the second. This
proved to be of little issue to PC, as they rode another
three-goal third to a 4-2 victory. Peterson, Burton,
and Claire Tyo ’24, were the heroes in the third this
time, as they helped push the Friars to an impressive
9-2-1 record.
The Friars’ most recent series was during the
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Sara Hjalmarsson ’22 is leading the No. 10 Friars in scoring.

weekend of Jan. 22 in a home-and-home against
Northeastern. Unfortunately for the Friars, the results
were much of the same from the previous meeting.
Prior to the game, the Huskies ranked fourth in the
country. PC cut the lead down in the second period to
make it a 2-1 game, but two goals in the third period
lifted Northeastern to a 4-1 victory.
Saturday’s game was not much better.
Northeastern jumped on PC from the start, riding
three powerplay goals to a 5-0 win.
These results would bump the Friars down to
No. 10 in the nation, the position in which they
currently sit. Last weekend’s meeting against UNH
was canceled due to COVID-related issues within the
program. Like many teams in this altered season, the
Friars will have to now wait and see when they are
scheduled to play next.
Nevertheless, the Friars have enjoyed a
tremendous start to their season. Hjalmarsson has
been a major factor in the team’s success so far. She
leads the team in points this season with 14 and has
tallied five goals and nine assists. Additionally, Rice
is tied for first in the nation with three game-winning
goals this season.
Abstreiter, the senior goaltender from Freising,
Germany, has appeared in every game for the Friars.
She currently has a save percentage of .930 and a
goals against average of 1.91, and is ranked 12th in
the nation.
Another major part of the Friars’ success over
the first 14 games of the season has been the powerplay. The team is fourth in the country in power-play
percentage at 24 percent with 12 power-play goals
overall.
PC currently sits third in the Hockey East
standings just behind Boston College and
Northeastern with a strong 9-4-1 record and
will look to continue to climb even higher in the
rankings.

1/22 at Northeastern Univeristy, loss 1-4
1/23 vs. Northeastern University, loss 0-5

Upcoming:
2/5 at University of New Hampshire
2/6 vs. University of New Hampshire
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Caroline Peterson ’22 celebrates with Hunter Barnett ’22 after scoring her first goal of the season.

